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Abstract
Robots are increasingly being used in industry and starting their way to our homes as
well. Nonetheless, the most frequently used techniques to analyze robots motion are based
on simulations or statistical experiments made from filming robots’ movements. In this
work we propose an alternative way of performing such analysis by using Probabilistic
Model Checking with the language and tool PRISM. With PRISM we can perform
simulations as well as check exhaustively whether a robot motion planning satisfies specific
Probabilistic Temporal formulas. Therefore we can measure energy consumption, time to
complete missions, etc., and all of these in terms of specific motion planning algorithms.
As consequence we can also determine if an algorithm is superior to another in certain
metrics. Furthermore, to ease the use of our work, we hide the PRISM syntax by proposing
a more user-friendly DSL. As a consequence, we created a translator from the DSL to
PRISM by implementing the translation rules and also, a preliminary investigation about
its relative completeness by using the grammatical elements generation tool LGen. We
illustrate those ideas with motion planning algorithms for home cleaning robots.

Keywords: Probabilistic Model Checking. Domain-Specific Language. Motion Planning
Algorithms. PRISM. Probabilistic Temporal Formulas. Model-Driven Engineering



Resumo
Robôs estão sendo cada vez mais utilizados na indústria e entrando em nossas casas também.
No entanto, as técnicas mais frequentemente utilizadas para analisar a movimentação
dos robôs são baseadas em simulações ou experimentos estatísticos realizados a partir da
filmagem do movimento dos robôs. Neste trabalho, nós propomos uma maneira alternativa
de realizar tais análises com a utilização da técnica de Verificação de Modelos Probabilísticos
com a linguagem e ferramenta PRISM. Com PRISM, podemos, tanto realizar simulações
quanto verificar exaustivamente se um planejamento de movimentação do robô satisfaz
fórmulas Probabilísticas Temporais específicas. Portanto, podemos medir o consumo de
energia, tempo necessário para completar missões, etc. e tudo isso em termos de algoritmos
específicos de planejamento de movimentação. Como consequência, podemos, também,
determinar se um algoritmo é superior a outro em relação a certas métricas. Além disso,
para facilitar o uso do nosso trabalho, escondemos a sintaxe do PRISM propondo uma
DSL amigável ao usuário. Em consequência, criamos um tradutor da DSL em PRISM
através da implementação de regras de tradução bem como fizemos uma investigação
preliminar sobre sua completude relativa usando a ferramenta de geração de elementos
gramaticais LGen. Ilustramos as idéias com algoritmos de planejamento de movimentação
para robôs de limpeza de casas.

Palavras-chave: Verificação de Modelos Probabilísticos. Linguagem Específica de Domí-
nio. Algoritmos de Movimentação de Robôs. PRISM. Fórmulas Probabilísticas Temporais.
Engenharia Directionada a Modelos
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1 Introduction

Robots are very important to humankind. They can replace humans in heavy,
tedious, difficult, and dangerous tasks in industry as well as at homes, such as in home
cleaning. Their widespread adoption is accelerating, particularly in industry due to costs
saving [1]. Concerning home cleaning, specifically, the offer of robotic solutions is growing
fast. For instance, we can find Samsung‘s POWERbot [2], Infinuvos‘ CleanMate [3] and
iRobot‘s Roomba [4]. Without loss of generality, in this work we focus our attention on
home cleaning motion planning algorithms and their analysis.

Energy consumption and mission completion are important issues for robot develop-
ment. Robot builders generally use simulations (recording robots motion during a certain
time [5]) to check robot behaviors and energy consumption. This creates a situation in
which the robot is put into motion without knowing clearly of its energy consumption or
performance concerning the environment. This is one of the reasons industry has created
the auto-charger feature and of using traditional motion planning algorithms [1]. Thus
robots do not offer the best solution in terms of energy consumption, unless the problem
they are supposed to solve is too specific that few algorithms are available that can finish
the mission. In such cases, these algorithms become the best solution even though industry
cannot assure about mission completion in some situations. When the scenario is not so
limited, it is harder to check whether a robot can always complete its mission and to know
which are the best algorithms to save energy.

Although we can easily find mathematical characterizations of the Robot Motion
Planning problem [1], even using Markov models [6], the analysis of the motion algorithms
is generally based on simulations and validations are obtained from recording real motion
using fixed time frame [5]. By following such an approach, any change in the robot algorithm
or on the robot environment requires a new analysis; thus, the cost to analyze different
combinations of algorithms and environments is very high, unless few combinations are
available.

1.1 Objectives
This work proposes a different strategy to analyze robot motion planning. Our

strategy is based on Probabilistic Model Checking, particularly stated in terms of the
PRISM Model Checker (PRISM) language and its tool support [7]. With PRISM, we
can perform simulations as well as a more powerful analysis in terms of model checking
which could be seen as infinite simulations. Thus we can compare robot motion planning
algorithms taking into account its energy consumption, time to complete missions, etc.
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Furthermore, the proposed strategy is fully automatic and yields a fast feedback to the
robot designer based on the results of the verification of the models. It is a complement to
more empirical strategies that observe the real robot behavior to infer its properties. It
supports simulation and more powerful kinds of analysis based on temporal logic.

To ease the adoption of the proposed strategy, we also propose a Domain-Specific
Language (DSL) based on the Robomind language [8]. Moreover, we completely hide
the PRISM language by translating the proposed DSL into PRISM prior to running the
probabilistic model checker. In this work, we also show the overall syntax of the DSL
as well as the translation rules that are applied to the complete program. And to gain
some confidence on the relative completeness of our translation rules, we use the grammar
generator Lua Language Generator (LGen) [9] to test our translator.

To concretely illustrate our proposal we consider the iRobot [4] cleaning robots as
case study when creating the underlying model. They are robots that clean the regions when
they pass over (a floor). We use PRISM to characterize the behavior of some algorithms
that can run on the iRobot hardware, verify their behavior and compare the results. This
brings the capability of calculating the time and energy necessary to complete a mission
before running the physical robots.

The main objective of this work is to provide a set of utilities for the robot creators
to extend the base features in order to target the context in which the robots are inserted
and to provide a reliable source of analysis for the parameters and element that are related
to the robot‘s mission. By using this design and translation process, the creators already
have functional and non-functional analyses of the motion planning algorithms that may
exist within their products.

1.2 Main Contributions
With the general-purpose movement of the cleaning robots in mind, there are some

contributions made available by integrating all of the separate processes in this work:

• A detailed description of the main elements (Robot, Obstacles, and Environment)
using the PRISM language;

• A DSL to hide the PRISM language from the end-user to ease the adoption of the
proposed solution;

• Probabilistic temporal formulas to check energy consumption, probability and time
to complete a mission

• A rule translator written in the Spoofax Language Workbench (Spoofax);
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• A preliminary investigation about the relative completeness of our proposed DSL to
PRISM translator using LGen;

• A comparison between different algorithms and maps using the proposed technology.

1.3 Organization
This work is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we present further details about

the kind of robot and environment we are focusing on in this work and an overview about
probabilistic model checking and the PRISM language as well as which approach has
been used to provide the means to analyze the robot‘s movement context and the formal
representation of its evaluation mechanics.

Chapter 3 provides the characterization of the robot and its environment in PRISM.
This is presented as the detailed description of each element that comprises the complete
model as well as the analysis of the scalability of the proposed model.

In Chapter 4, a detailed description of the proposed DSL used to encapsulate the
specification is provided as well as the DSL‘s syntax, semantics and the explanation about
the inner workings of the translation process from our source DSL to the target PRISM
model. A validation of the proposed language is present in this chapter as well.

Chapter 5 presents the steps to create an algorithm, with the description of
its required parameters and configuration. Mission completion and energy consumption
analysis of motion planning algorithms using probabilistic model checking is also presented
in this chapter.

Conclusions, details of the contributions, related work and future work are consid-
ered in Chapter 6.
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2 Background

This work focuses on the analysis of domestic cleaning robots. As previously stated,
there are different kinds of cleaning robots in the market: Samsung’s POWERbot [2],
Infinuvos’ CleanMate [3] and iRobot‘s Roomba [4]. The Roomba robot series from iRobot [4]
is one of the pioneer products and within the most popular. Here we use a Roomba model
to illustrate the general behavior of cleaning robots. Figure 1 illustrates a Roomba robot on
a real usage scenario: a room with limits (the walls) and obstacles as chairs and cabinet’s
legs. Each robot has its own algorithm, however the basic behavior of such robots is to:

• Traverse the room in some direction until an obstacle is reached;

• When the robot sensors detect an obstacle, the robot takes another direction by
rotating its front with a given angle;

• Some robots spin when reaching the middle of the room and continue its walk in a
different direction;

• When the battery level is low, some robot models stop, while others find their way
to a charger and continues cleaning after the battery is full;

• Stop working after a fixed period of time, or, when the robot detects the surface is
already cleaned.

Figure 1 – Robot in a room (Credits: http://www.costo.com)

A robot cleaning algorithm can be very complex. So diverse techniques can be
used to verify its efficiency. A popular technique is to film the robot behavior and run
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simulations [1, 5]. Figure 2 gives a reasonably fine illustration of such a filming. In this
figure we can see the robot trajectories.

By performing analyses based on simulations or filming robot motions, any change
in the robot algorithm or on the robot environment requires a new analysis; thus, the cost
to analyze different combinations of algorithms and environments is very high, unless few
combinations are available.

Figure 2 – Filming of Robot’s behavior (Credits:
http://signaltheorist.com/?p=91)

2.1 Model Checking
There are various approaches to verify properties of a system: theorem proving,

testing (manual or automated), simulations, static analysis and model checking.

The adoption of software models and model checking techniques at run time may
support automatic reasoning about changes, detect harmful configurations, and potentially
enable appropriate reactions [10].

This technique aims at checking whether some logical property (in general in terms
of some temporal logics) is valid in the model of a system specification. This technique
has two main advantages compared to others: (i) it is fully automatic because it is based
on exhaustive graph traversals algorithms; (ii) it provides a counter-example to the end
user when the property being investigated is not valid in the model. However, it has a
drawback as well: as a graph has to be traversed, such a graph can be huge or even infinite,
exhibiting a classical problem known as the state-explosion problem. Examples of the
verification of a behavior includes, but it’s not limited to: absence of deadlocks, absence of
livelocks, deterministic behavior, probability of a critical state being reached and failures
(or errors) during a specific path of execution and functional properties described by a
temporal logic formula.

The general process of model checking can be seen in Figure 3:
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Figure 3 – Model Checking Process

As described in Figure 3 above, a Model (the operational semantics, in general
some sort of graph) is investigated with respect to a Property by a Model Checker tool.
Such a tool uses several different graph traversal algorithms to determine if the property
is satisfied (or not) in the given model. If the property is not valid, a counterexample will
be provided in order to identify the source of the problem [11].

Model checking techniques are a reliable form to verify correctness and conformity
of a system based on its specifications and their probabilistic variants provide an accurate
method to infer about the probability of certain events, described in the form of properties,
happening within the system flow.

2.2 Probabilistic Model Checking
Probabilistic model checking is a specialization of traditional model checking

techniques tailored to analyse stochastic behavior and to verify their properties.

With this technique, it is possible to trace conditional dependencies of the input
variables by using statistic and computational methods, thus offering greater versatility
on the creation of a model. The model can specify the properties of the behaviors of the
system, such as the rates (or probabilities) of the occurrence of a transition.

Probabilistic model checkers can be used to analyze quantitative properties of
non-deterministic systems by applying rigorous mathematics-based techniques to establish
the correctness of a certain property. The use of the probabilistic model checkers reduces
the costs during the construction of the system by verifying that a specific element is not
in accordance to what’s specified or presents some kind of error in certain situations.
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2.2.1 Continuous Time Markov Chains

One of the approaches for probabilistic model checking involves the use of Continuous-
Time Markov Chain (CTMC), which is represented by a mathematical model that considers
a given input for a finite state space taking into account the time spent in each state
generated by the described model [12]. Markov processes provide very flexible, powerful
and efficient means for describing and analysing dynamic (“real-time“) systems [13]. Those
have the Memorylessness property in which the actual state is indifferent from the last
state. Thus the analysis of previous states does not provide anything relevant for calcu-
lating the future states of the chain. In general, one CTMC is defined as a mathematical
representation of the continuous time stochastic process.

According to [14], in CTMC, the form considered for models is M = (S, Λ, A, θ)
where S = {s1, s2,...,sn} is a finite set of states. Λ is the transition rate matrix, A is a finite
set of outputs and θ is a function S → A from states to outputs. When a path is defined
through M, it is defined as a map from R+ to S (with R+ being the set of non-negative
reals). The transition rate matrix Λ is represented as a SxS matrix. And the diagonal
entries are non-negative rationals and the elements d jj is constrained to −

(∑
i 6=j aji

)
.

Considering the state sa, the probability of performing a transition to state sb (a
being different than b or a 6= b) in time t is represented as dab t.

2.2.2 Continuous Stochastic Logic

According to [15], concerning CTMC models, the PRISM property specification
employs Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL) [14], which is based on Computational Tree
Logic (CTL). According to [16], it adopts operators of Probabilistic Computation Tree
Logic (PCTL), like the until and a probabilistic operator that asserts the probability of
an event being met given bounds.

The syntax of CSL is defined as:

Φ ::= true | a | ¬Φ | Φ ∧ Φ | P∼p

[
φ
]
| S∼p

[
φ
]

φ ::= XΦ | ΦU l Φ

Where a is an atomic proposition, ∼∈
{
<,≤,≥, >

}
, p ∈

[
0, 1

]
and I is an interval of R>0.

Same as PCTL, the P∼p

[
φ
]
denotes the probability of the path formula represented

φ to be satisfied from an input state that meets the bound ∼ p. Concerning the operators,
CSL shares some of the formulas with PCTL, but has some divergences as well, for instance,
the parameter for until operator is a range of non-negative reals, instead of being an
integer upper bound. For indication of if a CSL formula Φ is satisfied given a state s, the
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s |= Φ formula is used, and we denote by Sat(Φ) the set {s ∈ S | s |= Φ}. Moreover, for a
path formula φ, that has a satisfying path ω, the formula is defined as ω |= φ.

Those probability formulas are used in the PRISM engine for the validation of
properties stated in the next section, as it uses its own textual notation for representing
both property and the desired operation, being that a reward-based property of a pure
temporal logic, which validates if, given a set of states (denoted by the model), a proposition
is valid following the finite path represented by the underlying CTMC.

2.3 PRISM
PRISM is a probabilistic model checker designed to analyze systems of several

application domains, such as multimedia protocols, randomized distributed algorithms,
security protocols, and many others [7].

The PRISM tool uses a specification language also called PRISM. It is an ASCII rep-
resentation of a Markov chain/process, having states, guarded commands and probabilistic
temporal logics such as PCTL, CSL and Linear Temporal Logic (LTL).

PRISM can be used to effectively analyze probabilistic models such as:

• Discrete-Time Markov Chain (DTMC)

• CTMC

• Markov Decision Processes (MDP)

• Probabilistic Automata (PA)

• Probabilistic Timed Automata (PTA)

As the above models use different analysis algorithms, we need to tell PRISM the
model type we are interested in the beginning of a PRISM specification as shown below:
<type o f p r o b a b i l i s t i c model>

<d e f i n i t i o n s >

module <name>
( . . . )
endmodule

where <type of probabilistic model> can be one of the keywords: ctmc, dtmc, mdp, etc. In
the <definitions> section, we state constants and formulas. These can be used to build
the model as well as analyze it. The <name> must be a valid and unique identifier in
the whole specification. It can be used to compose with other modules. More than one
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module automatically implies a parallel execution between them governed by common
state variables.

To describe the transitions in the model, a command-based syntax is used:
[ ] guard −> prob_1 : update_1 + . . . + prob_n : update_n ;

where guard is a predicate (condition) to enable or not the transition, (prob1, ..., probn) are
the probabilities (or rates) of such a transition and the update1, ..., updaten are commands
capturing eventual state changes.

With a PRISM specification, we can analyze quantitative properties by submitting
probabilistic temporal logic formulas to the PRISM tool. Formally, given a desired property,
expressed as a temporal logic formula f , and a modelM with initial state s, decide whether
M, s |= f .

In PRISM this is encoded as:
P = ? [ f ]

where the formula, starting from an initial state, includes M as the PRISM specification
(both implicit in the above command) and f is the temporal logic formula. The term P =
? means “what is the probability of formula f to be valid?”.

It is usual that f mentions specific states of the model. But eventually it is
interesting to abstract these states in terms of labels. Those labels contain a state-related
expression that results a boolean value (true or false) when evaluated.

Examples of those types of evaluation can be:
P = 1 [ F " terminate " ]

with “terminate“ being an expression, such as (state = 10). This command asks PRISM to
check whether eventually (F) the state, abstracted as terminate, is valid with a probability
of 100%.

Replacing the comparative operator after P with an ? instead of a value, such as:
P = ? [ F ‘ ‘ terminate ‘ ‘ ]

indicates that the query will require a numeric representation of the probability of the
condition happening if it will eventually be reached (i.e. evaluated as true).

2.3.1 PRISM specification for CTMC models

In PRISM, the composition of modules, which translates a set of modules into
a single system module, in order to allow separate modules to refer to other modules‘s
variables, as well as allowing global variables to be shared between them. Its composition
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of modules is based on a process-algebraic expression that can include parallel composition
of modules, action hiding and action renaming. Our work does not focus on the parallel
composition between modules, thus we consider only the transition rate matrix (as we use
CTMCs) and the logical operators contained within its engine for evaluating properties.

The models in PRISM, the state space of the system is constructed as a tuple (that
represents a state) (x1,...,xn), where x i is a value for the variable v1. The set of all states
T is, by definition, the set of all possible values for the variable V.

The semantics for a single command (C ) of the system module is defined as:
[] g → λ1 : µ1 + ... + λn : µn

Where g is a predicate over the variables in V and every state of the system is
represented by the values of variables, g represents a set of the global state space T, where
the set is defined as T c = {t ∈ T | t |= g}.

Each update uj of C represents a transition between states that the system can
perform given that t ∈ T c. It occurs by giving value to every variable as an expression, so
the update can defined as a function from T c to T.

For PRISM, more specifically in CTMCs, the transition rate matrix (T ) is repre-
sented as:

T (s, t) = ∑
c∈C µc,s(t)

Given a transition rate matrix (as described in Subsection 2.2.1) T : S x S → R>0

and ∀s, t ∈ S.

2.4 Stratego XT/Spoofax Language Workbench
For our proposed scenario to analyze and compare different algorithms, we devised

a DSL to add a layer over the resulting PRISM specification, removing the responsibility of
writing directly in the PRISM language from the user. Such a DSL will be presented in a
tool’s independent way in Chapter 4. To accomplish that, we created the grammar/syntax
and the translation rules using the Stratego/Transformation Tools (Stratego/XT) [17, 18],
now part of the Spoofax [19].

The Spoofax is set of tools that are targeted at the specification of languages by
using syntax definition formalism, name binding approach, dynamic semantics specification,
transformation language (the Stratego/XT itself) and other aspects of language definition.

The development of the DSL was based in the Eclipse [20] Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) and the Spoofax workbench provides means to create a plugin for the
Eclipse itself based on the approach related to the language being created. The editor
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comes with a parser, views for debugging the language‘s translation process as well as
recommendations based on the grammar used as an input. The deployment reuses the
structure defined during the language creation and the custom options (UI elements,
menus, etc.) created by its user and provides a complete editor for the target language.

A simple language comprises an aggregation of directives that describes the com-
ponents of its basic syntax and groups in which the elements are categorized for the use in
conjunction with other elements of the syntax itself. In addition, the resulting directives of
the translated syntax are described by translation rules (which has an in-depth discussion
in Chapter 4) associated with the elements and their constructors as well as the target
language/notation that is yielded as a result.

An example of such language (in this case, an element of the language) is described
as:
module I n s t r u c t i o n

imports
Common Expres s ions

sorts
StandaloneCommand

context-free syntax

StandaloneCommand .MoveUp = [Up( ) ]
StandaloneCommand .MoveDown = [Down( ) ]
StandaloneCommand . MoveLeft = [ Le f t ( ) ]
StandaloneCommand . MoveRight = [ Right ( ) ]

In the excerpt above, an element called Instruction is created as a component of
the language’s syntax that define some directives of its own. It uses other components
(Common, Expressions) as a base for the construction of its elements and it creates the
syntax element StandaloneCommand. The StandaloneCommand acts as a container for
the directional element (MoveUp, etc.) constructs that contain a specific syntax of their
own, with the MoveUp element being represented as Up() in the body of the program
written in the target language.
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3 Cleaning Robots in PRISM

The real scenario of Chapter 2 can be abstracted as a robot motion planning
problem involving three main elements (see Figure 4(a)): (1) the environment: a 2D matrix
representing the environment where the robot navigates, (2) the obstacles: hindrances in
the environment that the robot must avoid to collide, and, (3) the robot: the specification
of the motion planning algorithm. These elements are similar to those presented in the
modeling approach reported in [21]. These elements are described in an easy and elegant
DSL introduced in Chapter 4.

In what follows, we show PRISM fragments about the above three elements. These
elements are captured as independent but inter-related PRISM modules (Called layers
in Figure 4).

(a) Model’s layers and elements (b) Robot motion behavior

Figure 4 – PRISM model and sample algorithm

Figure 4(b) illustrates the path of a robot whose algorithm simulates a real-world
robot that keeps moving in the same direction as long as no obstacle is found. Such a
robot navigates on a 3×4 matrix with 2 obstacles (at cells [1,4] and [2,4]). The arrow path
shows the trace performed by the robot following this algorithm. The robot starts moving
by going to the right from its starting position. When it detects a hindrance towards the
adjacent cell in its direction (such as an obstacle or the border of the matrix), the robot
moves down and reverses its movement and starts moving to the left until the movement
is reversed again.

This pattern applies until the robot reaches the end point/condition. In this
algorithm, the model’s final state is defined by the quantity of cells that were passed
through (activated cells). Depending on this amount, we can say that the mission is
completed.

The algorithm, the matrix and the obstacles presented in Figure 4(b) consist in
our running example, whose PRISM model is detailed throughout the following sections.
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3.1 Obstacle module
Two things can constrain the movement of the robot: the matrix boundaries and

obstacles. The obstacle module represents the static obstructions. Each obstacle is specified
by its position (origin point) and its left and right boundaries. They are mapped as
rectangles occupying a row (thus the reference to the left and right boundaries) and more
than one obstacle can occupy any row. The obstacle has an origin point from left and
ending point to the right and every space in between is considered the obstacle‘s body.
The robot module communicates with the obstacle module to know the obstacles‘ location
during the evaluation of the movement instructions.

The obstacle module’s structure is as follows:
module obstac le_1

obstacle_1_left_bound : [ 1 . . n ] i n i t 6 ;
obstacle_1_right_bound : [ 1 . . n ] i n i t 8 ;
obstac le_1_vert ica l_al ignment : [ 1 . . n ] i n i t 1 ;

endmodule

Following this structure, where the starting point of the matrix (1, 1) is represented
by its upper-left corner, the variable (obstacle_1_vertical_alignment) represents an ob-
stacle height-wise position in the matrix (i.e. a vertical alignment of 4 means that the
obstacle is in the fourth row of the matrix, or the 4 in the y-axis). The extension of the
obstacle is mapped by two variables: obstacle_1_left_bound and obstacle_1_right_bound,
meaning that, if the obstacle has a left bound with the value 6 and a right bound with the
value 8, the position 7 in the row containing the obstacle is automatically considered as
part of the obstacle as it has a rectangular shape. Obstacles can also have the same values
for left and right boundaries, meaning that it only occupies one cell.

3.2 The Robot’s module
The robot module represents the robot motion across the environment, in terms of

a movement pattern based on the input algorithm, the position of the obstacles, and the
cells that can be activated. We say a cell is activated whenever the robot passes through it.
It contains variables that keep the state of the robot. The relevant variables are presented
in two excerpts of the PRISM specification that follow.
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module robot
x : [ 1 . . n ] i n i t 1 ;
y : [ 1 . . n ] i n i t 1 ;
movement : bool i n i t t rue ;
f i n i s h e d : bool i n i t f a l s e ;
i n s t ru c t i on_0_repe t i t i on_ in s t ru c t i on s :
[ 0 . . 1 ] i n i t 0 ;
i n s t ruc t i on_1_cond i t i ona l_ in s t ruc t i on s :
[ 0 . . 1 ] i n i t 0 ;
( . . . ) // r e s t o f the va r i ab l e s , i f

a pp l i c ab l e .
// Movement r e s e t guard
[ ] (movement=true ) −> (moving ’= true ) & (

movement’= f a l s e ) ;
( . . . ) // Movement t r a n s i t i o n s . . .
( . . . ) //Continues . . .

( . . . ) // Continuat ion . . .

[ ] (moving=f a l s e & movement=f a l s e &
passab le_t i l e s_completed =
passable_ti les_number & f i n i s h e d=
f a l s e & i n s t r u c t i o n =
to t a l_ i n s t r u c t i o n s )−> pro c e s s e s :
( f i n i s h ed ’= true ) ;

[ ] (moving=f a l s e & movement=f a l s e &
passab le_t i l e s_completed =
passable_ti les_number & f i n i s h e d=
true & i n s t r u c t i o n=
to t a l_ i n s t r u c t i o n s ) −> pro c e s s e s
: ( f i n i s h ed ’ = f a l s e ) ;

endmodule
.

As presented in the excerpts above, the variables x and y range from 1 to n
(matrix boundaries) and keep track of the robot’s position inside the matrix. The
variables movement and finished indicate whether the robot is ready to move and
whether the robot has concluded its mission, respectively. The variable named instruc-
tion_n_repetition_instructions stores a number n, where n ranges from 1 to the number
of While control structures present in the behavior section of the robot algorithm (see Sec-
tion 4.3). Similarly, the variables instruction_n_conditional_instructions represent the
presence of If and IfWithElse control structures in the algorithm. The range between
square brackets represent the chain of commands left until the next instruction is given
control by the model. For the While control structure, it represents the total instructions
left to be executed before the initial instruction is given control again (if the evaluation of
the condition is still yielded as true). If it only has a single instruction, the control will be
given to the instruction 0 (the one and only) until the evaluation yields a false value.

The movement reset guard (commented in the excerpt above) represents the
instruction to reset the robot to its initial state before executing the next instruction. This
indicates that the movement process has been completed and a new evaluation can be
initiated. In PRISM, the robot’s movement is encoded as multiple evaluations inside a
state. Figure 5(a) shows the intermediate states when the robot is moving from one cell to
another one that does not have obstacles. This movement is represented as a sequence of
evaluations that update the movement accordingly, and passes the control to the matrix
evaluation phase (where the matrix module activates the cells as the robot passes through
them). This is mostly performed in a single guard, save for some evaluations from control
structures.
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(a) Robot’s evaluations in order to move
(b) Robot’s evaluations when an

obstacle is encountered

Figure 5 – States of the robot movement

As shown in Figure 5(a), when there are no elements hindering the robot to move,
the robot performs the sequence of evaluations “Verify if movement is enabled“, “Check
bounds/obstacles“ and the “Move“ phase. During the “Verify if movement is enabled“
evaluation, the robot’s direction is taken into account when the feasibility of the movement
is analyzed by checking for obstructions or boundaries of the matrix itself (in this case,
the right adjacent cell is evaluated).

During “Check bounds/obstacles“ evaluation, any boundaries/obstacles are checked
against the robot’s current position within the matrix. The “Move“ is the final phase
where the robot reallocates its position to the next cell and enables the activation of the
cell by the matrix module to conclude the movement process.

The “Verify if movement is enabled“ evaluations can be represented as:
[ ] (movement = f a l s e ) & (moving = f a l s e ) & ( i n s t r u c t i o n = n) &
( d i r e c t i on−s p e c i f i c eva lua t i on ) & ( ob s t a c l e /bounds eva lua t i on )

where the guard consists of the movement variable that represents the possibility of the
robot’s initialization, as if it is disabled, the actual flow dictates that a new analysis must
be performed to allow the motion. The moving variable represents the movement process
as a whole, by indicating if the robot is already moving or not and if the matrix has
completed its update phase after the movement of the robot. The instruction variable
is related to the instruction controller present within the model generation as the main
dispatcher of the commands in the command stack of the robot. This variable is present
on every evaluation in the model, as it can be skipped in order to prevent the generation
of a false “deadlock“ (premature end of the chain of commands).
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The direction-specific evaluation is a placeholder for direction-specific variable
evaluations. For example, the evaluation of a leftward movement is described as (x− 1
!= 0), checking that, if the left adjacent cell is different than 0, this indicates that the
robot has the possibility to move to the left, if there is no obstacle. Evaluations for
upwards, downwards and rightwards movement are: (y − 1 != 0), (y + 1 <= n) and
(x+ 1 <= n), respectively. The next snippet instantiates the verification of obstacle and
matrix boundaries.
[ ] ( v e r i f y i f movement enabled c ond i t i o n a l s ) & ( ( ( y =

obstac le_1_vert ica l_al ignment ) & (x + 1 < obstacle_1_left_bound | x + 1 >
obstacle_1_right_bound ) ) | ( y != obstac le_1_vert ica l_al ignment ) ) &
( same f o r the other ob s ta c l e s , i f a pp l i c ab l e ) & (x < n) & ( . . . )

In the specification snippet above, the boundaries are evaluated considering the
robot is moving rightwards. In this case, the evaluation considers changes in the x-axis.
Additionally, it considers the vertical alignment of the obstacles; this will dictate which
obstacle needs to be checked against, as the robot will move horizontally. After verifying
the possibility to move to a new position (x+ 1), the evaluation looks for the position of
obstacles.

The additional condition check (x < n) is an extra boundary check, as the robot
can already be adjacent to a wall in the matrix, and the actual position was not evaluated
until this condition. The movement to any other direction follows a similar logic. As
the origin point (0, 0) of the matrix is the top-left corner, the downward and rightward
movement are represented as an addition of 1 in the y and x-axis, respectively, whereas
the upwards and leftwards subtracts the values by 1, respectively. The next snippet shows
the update once the evaluations are true.
[ ] ( p rev ious eva lua t i on s ) −> pro c e s s e s : (x ’ = x + 1) & (command−s p e c i f i c update )

& (movement ’ = true ) ;

The transition happens with the chance of the processes, a variable whose value
equals a priority rate (say 0.9). In PRISM, when there are multiple transitions that can be
triggered at the same time, the ones with the highest priority are more likely to happen.
In this case, the priority is set to give maximum priority to this transition. However, since
the proposed algorithm is deterministic, the model uses an instruction controller to avoid
parallel random choices of transitions.

With the aforementioned priority, the transition updates the x variable, changing
the robot position. This is part of the “Move“ phase that contains additional updates, such
as updating the movement variable. This last update indicates the matrix module must
consider the robot has passed to a new cell. The command-specific update placeholder
will represent necessary updates to maintain the flow of the algorithm. For the While
or If control structures, it will control the sub-instructions associated with the control
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structure‘s body. If there is another instruction in the queue after the current update, the
specific update will hand the control to the next instruction.

For example, an update such as “instruction_n_repetition_instructions’ = 1“ (the
first instruction of a chain is represented by a 0, which denotes the evaluation of the
command itself) will pass the control to the second command within the While structure
that is being parsed/executed. The same applies for the If structure that defines the
updates of “instruction_n_conditional_instructions’“ variables. When an instruction
that is not part of a control structure (e.g. a Left() outside any control structure), the
main instruction set is updated (i.e. instruction′ = instruction+ 1), so the controller will
advance to the next top-level instruction.

The union of all of those commands form the entire moving phase. Upon the
completion of moving, the control is given back to the robot algorithm. All of the commands,
which are translated from the syntax provided in Section 4.3, generate a pair of evaluation
and its respective counter-evaluation (the negation of the guards of the evaluation). They
add a (instruction′ = instruction+ 1) in order to skip to the next top-level instruction,
avoiding a premature end of the algorithm by issuing a false “deadlock“, which could
happen when there are no matches for the current instruction.

3.3 Matrix module
Due to restrictions of the PRISM language, which does not have a notation for

arrays, the matrix itself is not represented directly. It is encoded as a set of PRISM modules,
each one describing a row. Each row module has the columns of that row as variables. Thus,
a row (say 3) becomes a module’s name (with the name matrix_line_3) and a column
(say 5), within the previous row module, becomes a variable (named line_3_column_5).
Columns assume integer values ranging within the matrix limits.

The matrix exists to contain cells and cell states in order to define the completion
of itself and other state-represented elements. Those elements are shown as integers that
relate to states described below:

Table 1 – Matrix’s cell states

States Description
0 Not passed
1 Obstacle
2 Activated cell
3 Passed after activation

As shown in Table 1, the state 0 describes that the cell does not have been activated
yet and is free to be passed upon, the state 1 represents an obstacle and it is not possible
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for the robot to pass through it, but mainly acts as a PRISM label-friendly value (labels
are a set of specific evaluations, created by the user to ease the use of property-related
verifications) for creating target states in order to represent a completion state or similar
uses. The state 2 represents a cell that has been activated once and the state 3 represents
a cell that has been passed upon again after being activated. All of those states contribute
to the completion of the environment condition by filling all the cells that can be activated,
even though the robot can pass through them more than once.

The structure of the matrix module is defined by a series of submodules describing
the rows of the matrix. The columns become variables within each row module. The
structure is as follows:
module matrix_line_1

l ine_1_posit ion_y : [ 1 . . n ] i n i t 1 ;
line_1_column_1 : [ 0 . . 3 ] i n i t 0 ;
line_1_column_2 : [ 0 . . 3 ] i n i t 0 ;
line_1_column_3 : [ 0 . . 3 ] i n i t 0 ;
line_1_column_4 : [ 0 . . 3 ] i n i t 1 ;
line_1_column_5 : [ 0 . . 3 ] i n i t 1 ;

[ ] (moving = true & y = 1 & x = 1 & line_1_column_1 = 0 &
passab le_t i l e s_completed < passable_ti les_number & pas s ed_t i l e s_to ta l < 100)
−> movement_rate : ( line_1_column_1 ’ = 2) & ( passable_t i l es_completed ’ =
passab le_t i l e s_completed + 1) & ( pas sed_t i l e s_tota l ’ = pas s ed_t i l e s_to ta l + 1)
& (moving ’ = f a l s e ) ;

[ ] (moving = true & y = 1 & x = 1 & line_1_column_1 = 2 & pas s ed_t i l e s_to ta l <
100) −> ( line_1_column_1 ’ = 3) & ( pas sed_t i l e s_tota l ’ = pas s ed_t i l e s_to ta l +
1) & (moving ’ = f a l s e ) ;

[ ] (moving = true & y = 1 & x = 1 & line_1_column_1 = 3 & pas s ed_t i l e s_to ta l <
100) −> ( pas s ed_t i l e s_tota l ’ = pas s ed_t i l e s_to ta l + 1) & (moving ’ = f a l s e ) ;

( . . . ) // The guards are app l i ed to every column on the module .
endmodule

This pattern applies to all of the lines in the matrix. Effectively, the matrix itself is
not a real PRISM module. It emerges from the parallel composition among the matrix_line
modules (like an array of columns for each line). The line_1_position_y represents the
vertical position of the matrix line related to the total size of the matrix itself. Each one
of the line_x_column_y variables (where x is the line and y is the column of the matrix)
are ranged integers that contain the actual state of the cell described in Table 1.

For each line_x_column_y variable, there are three guards that represent the
transition of the state from “0“ to “2“, other for the transition from “2“ to “3“ (if the cell
is passable) and another for the cell state “3“ that does not update its content anymore,
but increases the overall count of cells that have been passed through, if the robot is in the
moving phase (as defined by the moving variable during the evaluation of the expressions).
During the evaluation of both transitions, the x and y variables represent the actual
position of the robot within the matrix.

The passable_tiles_completed variable represents the amount of cells, which can
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be activated, that were (or will be) passed through by the robot. While the pass-
able_tiles_number is a constant that defines the total number of cells that can be activated
by the robot on the matrix. The variable passed_tiles_total counts passable cells that the
robot has passed through, even if it has passed through such a cell more than once. The
passable_tiles_total represents a constant that acts as a limiter for the passed_tiles_total
not to allow the boundaries of the total steps that the robot has taken go into infinity (for
the PRISM engine) by declaring the passed_tiles_total as a non integer, thus allowing it
to take more values than necessary.

All those variables are checked against the matrix’s properties to define if the final
state of the model has been reached, as represented by the quantity of passable tiles that
has been completed (passable_tiles_completed variable), and, if that condition does not
have been fulfilled, the current cell changes its state and the moving phase of the robot is
finalized.

3.4 Model‘s Scalability
To investigate whether our proposal scales well by increasing the environment’s

size, in this section we perform an analysis on different configurations and observe what
happens to model creation and the time taken to analyze the model.

We selected environments with matrices whose sizes were 5×5, 8×8, and 10×10
with obstacles increasing in size by 1 for each of those matrices (that is, a 2×2 obstacle for
the 5×5 matrix, a 3×3 obstacle for the 8×8 matrix and a 4×4 for the 10×10 matrix) for
the sake of the comparison of the transitions performed by the robot‘s movement according
to the quantity of evaluations of the matrix‘s cells1.

Increasing the matrix‘s size generates more modules and extra variables representing
the columns contained within the extra lines, whereas the increase in the number of obstacles
implies in the boundaries expansion (if the obstacle grows in size in the same line and
adjacent to its current boundaries) or the expansion of obstacle modules (if other obstacles
are placed within the matrix). In short, the increase in the matrix‘s size always generates
modules (for the new rows) and variables (for the new columns) whereas the obstacles only
generate more modules or just an update in the boundaries, if the growth is adjacent to the
existing obstacle. In this particular environment, the obstacles grow in number of modules
only, as the boundaries are updated for each increase in their respective row occupation.
The energy required for the completion of the robot’s mission takes into consideration the
act of moving from one cell to another, while the evaluations related to which direction to
follow in sequence were fast enough to not consume an unit of energy.
1 These matrices dimensions emerged naturally from two main observations: iRobot dimensions

(34×34cm2) and rooms dimensions (2×2m2 to 4,5×4,5m2)
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A simple algorithm used for evaluating the environment follows a linear trajectory
to guarantee that each passable cell is passed upon at least once, leaving out only the cells
occupied by the obstacles.

The representation of the algorithm can be seen as:
begin

while (movement down i s p o s s i b l e ) :

while ( movement r i gh t i s p o s s i b l e )
move r i g h t

end while

while ( movement l e f t i s p o s s i b l e )
move l e f t

end while

move down

end while

end

This algorithm consider the initial position of the robot as (1, 1), the upper-left
portion of the matrix, and the obstacles are placed in the upper-right section, with their
left and right boundaries varying by their size in the row in which they are placed.

The experiment for the environments can be seen on the Table 2 below:

Table 2 – Comparison of the 5x5, 8x8 and 10x10 matrices

Rewards 5×5 matrix 8×8 matrix 10×10 matrix
Completes mission? yes yes yes
Probability of completion 1.0 1.0 1.0
Energy required ≈ 31.0 ≈ 93.0 ≈ 124.0
Time required ≈ 80.0 s ≈ 267.0 s ≈ 344.1 s

As shown in Table 2, the environments’ properties at least doubles when increasing
the matrix’s size at some intervals. This is due to the availability of more cells for the
robot to pass through in order to complete the mission, but the proportions are roughly
retained, indicating that the growth is consistent with what the environment provides and
the analysis of the properties of each one will follow the same pattern, thus rendering the
analysis viable for matrices that are mirroring real-world environments given that they
are mapped correctly within the matrix module.

In Table 3, there are the values for the built models, representing their states and
the possible paths that can be taken from the single initial state of the model:
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Table 3 – Comparison of the built models for different matrix sizes

Built model values 5×5 matrix 8×8 matrix 10×10 matrix
States 99 285 420
Initial states 1 1 1
Transitions 99 285 420
Build time ≈ 2.4 s ≈ 5 s ≈ 32 s

The building process of the models was performed on a machine with an Intel Core
i7 processor (2.5 GHz) and 8GB of memory running Windows 10. The values for each
environment describes the ability of the growing models to not generate many more states
and transitions than necessary by guaranteeing that the movement and cell evaluation
phase are followed by each other, avoiding more than one choice at a time (when the
algorithm does not present it explicitly).
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4 A DSL for Cleaning Robots

To provide a more user-friendly experience to our end users with respect to our
analysis tool, we propose a DSL for discrete robot motion. With such a DSL, one can
write simple as well as complex algorithms in a traditional programming like language,
using for example control and repetition statements.

Initially, we provide an overview of the DSL, followed by an introduction of the
language‘s syntax. Following this introduction, we have a set of translation rules to the
PRISM language, where we provide a semantics to our proposed DSL. There is also
a section explaining some design decisions and implementation details regarding the
executability of some instructions, specifically for the ones present in the behavior section,
which requires special considerations due to the PRISM semantics (see Section 4.4).

4.1 An overview of our DSL
The DSL, with the file extension defined as ".rob", contains the following aforemen-

tioned areas:

• Prog

• Init

• Properties

• Behavior

Those areas are the minimal requirements in order to generate a complete algorithm
based on the model structure that was detailed in Chapter 3. The model needs to know
the initial parameters for the robot, matrix and obstacle(s) modules, as well as the robot’s
behavior, which will create a series of underlying PRISM commands and validations
mirroring the evaluations and directions that each instruction will describe.

Each area contains an initial tag and its matching closing tag and the main function
of each of those areas are as it follows:

• Prog: The container for every other area that must come first in every algorithm
and it’s matching tag should be the line that end the file. Represented by the tag
prog and its matching closing tag is represented as endprog;
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• Init: The first section of the algorithm overall. It contains the parameters that will
indicate the robot’s initial conditions, such as the position, facing direction and
the map area that it will project its trajectory. Represented by the tag init and its
matching closing tag is represented as endinit;

• Properties: The second section of the algorithm. The Properties section contains the
properties (reward or label-based) that requires analysis by verifying the underlying
model, such as the probability of the robot reaching the end of its trajectory, the
energy cost for such behavior and the time required to meet its finishing condition.
Represented by the tag properties and its matching closing tag is represented as
endproperties;

• Behavior : The third and last section of the algorithm. It contains the main behavior
of the robot based on control structures and evaluations based on the placement of
borders and obstacles on the map. This area contains simple instructions such as
the moving direction of the robot and the control instructions (if’s and while’s) as
well. Represented by the tag behavior and its matching closing tag is represented
as endbehavior;

Below is a valid (and very simple) algorithm by the DSL‘s standards and it translates
to a fully functional and analyzable model by using the PRISM Model Checker with valid
properties and conditions:

prog robot

i n i t
Map(5 , 5)
Pos i t i on (2 , 1)

end in i t

p r op e r t i e s
Terminates
Energy
Time

endprope r t i e s

behavior
i f ( downIsClear ( ) ) {

Down( )
}

i f ( r i g h t I sC l e a r ( ) ) {
Right ( )

}

i f ( downIsClear ( ) ) {
Down( )

}
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whi le ( l e f t I s C l e a r ( ) ) {
Le f t ( )

}
endbehavior

endprog

This sample algorithm contains the basic behavior instructions as well as the
properties’ ones. The init area contains the initial position of the robot based on a point in
space notation, represented as Position(x, y), with x being the initial horizontal placement
and y indicates the initial vertical placement. The Map(x, y) instruction contains the
map‘s dimensions in order to indicate the boundaries of the robot’s movements when its
passage is not being forbidden by an obstacle.

Properties like the "Terminates" indicates that a matching property verification
formula will be generated in order to verify if the total passable area will be filled by
the robot’s movements. Another property, named "Energy", will generate a formula that
verifies the total energy cost for the entire trajectory of the robot. The last property,
named "Time", will create a property formula that returns the total time elapsed for the
entire algorithm since its starting condition.

The behavior area contains some evaluations in order to verify the presence of the
map’s boundaries or the obstacle(s) area(s) to the robot before allowing the movement
itself, otherwise, the robot could be held in one place, representing a real-world situation
and with the PRISM considering a false deadlock.

The algorithm will also receive an input that contains the map structure in a text
(or similar file) as a custom Comma-Separated Values (CSV) format. The map file will
contain the passable cells represented as "0"’s and obstacle-filled areas represented by "1"s,
which will be parsed by the tool and the corresponding module(s) will be created and
referred to in the robot’s evaluations and movement. An example of a valid map file is:
0 ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1
0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ,1
0 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1
1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1
1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1

The map above describes a 5x5 area with the cell being the proportional size of
the robot in the model and the whole map represents a location in which the robot will
travel in order to perform its main task. The obstacles will be created as as rectangular,
line-based modules that contains its starting and ending points as well as the interval
between them in order to reduce the evaluation conditions and, as a consequence, it will
reduce the overall model size based on how many instructions/commands it contains.

All of those elements will be generated into a ".prism" file that contains the main
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behavior, variables, labels and reward indications and a ".properties" file based on the
content of the "properties" section of the algorithm. Both of these files will be called by
using PRISM’s engine and the analysis will be presented to the user.

4.2 Syntax of the Language
Our first concern is a Program itself. A valid Program comprised the following

elements (boldface font is used for tokens and italic stands for terminal/non-terminal
productions):
[ Program ] =⇒ prog ID init properties behavior endprog

The Program is the main container to hold the descriptions for each available
feature of our robot motion language. The terminal ID, which represents the robot‘s
module name, is replaced by a string literal. The other elements are introduced in what
follows.

After ID, we have the non-terminal init, which is represented as:
[ i n i t ] =⇒ init MapDefinition [ InitDirection ] Position endinit

This section comprehends the characterization of the navigation map and its
starting cell and direction. Note that the element InitDirection is optional. The elements
MapDefinition, InitDirection and Position are also self-contained elements that have their
own definition.

The first one, MapDefinition, syntax is expressed as:
[ MapDefinit ion ] =⇒ Map(INT , INT)

The INT terminals just represent natural numbers to state the size of the map
(keyword Map).

The element InitDirection has the following structure:
[ I n i tD i r e c t i o n ] =⇒ Direction(StandaloneCommand)

where StandaloneCommand stands for the initial robot direction. This element can be one
of 4 of possible terminals, as seen below:
[ StandaloneCommand ] =⇒ Up()

| Down()
| Left()
| Right()

The Position element has a similar shape as the MapDefinition element but stands
for the robot’s starting position. This element has the following structure:
[ Po s i t i on ] =⇒ Position(INT , INT)
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Obviously our translator checks whether the starting position lies in the map’s
dimensions.

Following the init section, the properties section can have none or more properties
as described below:
[ p r op e r t i e s ] =⇒ properties Props∗ endproperties

The Props (short term for Properties) element will be replaced with a number
of possible instructions denoting the desired property which will yield a temporal logic
formula during the rule translation phase:
[ Props ] =⇒ Terminates

| Energy
| Time

The remaining and largest section, represented by the behavior element, is described
as and enclosed between the keywords behavior and endbehavior, respectively.
[ behavior ] =⇒ behavior BehaviorInstructions+ endbehavior

At this point, we can have one or more BehaviorInstructions elements. The possible
instructions present inside this section are:
[ Behav i o r In s t ruc t i on s ] =⇒ StandaloneCommand

| Choice
| ControlStructure

A StandaloneCommand is just a reuse of one of the possible directions already
introduced. That is, Up, Down... The Choice element represents a (optional probabilistic)
choice between two possible behaviors. The element has two constructors, denoted as:
[ Choice ] =⇒ choice(StandaloneCommand , StandaloneCommand)

choice(REAL , StandaloneCommand , REAL , StandaloneCommand)

Note that one of choice(.) constructors uses real numbers (say p). These numbers p
state the probability of the algorithm chooses the behavior that succeeds it instead of other
one and the other way for the second number related to the second StandaloneCommand.
Thus, the second one has to assume 100%-p for a total of 100% probability. If no probabilities
are provided to the previous constructor, by only using the 2 StandaloneCommands
argument constructor, each one of them has a 50% chance of being chosen.

The ControlStructure element is a more standard imperative programming control
statement:
[ Contro lSt ructure ] =⇒ If

| IfWithElse
| While

The If construct is presented as:
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[ I f ] =⇒ if (Evaluation) {
BehaviorInstructions+

}

Like the traditional programming construct, this statement requires a boolean
condition Evaluation. The difference is that we do not use general boolean expressions but
specific motion queries as described below. The BehaviorInstructions is the same element
described previously. A variation of the If element, which is a full-fledged element in its
own regard, the IfWithElse, is represented as:
[ I fWithElse ] =⇒ if (Evaluation) {

BehaviorInstructions+
} else {

BehaviorInstructions+
}

This element just adds the complementary move when the Evaluation does not
hold.

The Evaluation element can be described with the following constructs:
[ Evaluat ion ] =⇒ upIsClear()

| downIsClear()
| leftIsClear()
| rightIsClear()

The boolean function upIsClear() checks whether the robot can move upward. The
other functions work as expected.

Another control structure available in the DSL is the While element. It works
by periodically checking Evaluation and repeating the set of statements described by
BehaviorInstructions. When Evaluation does not hold, it passes control to the subsequent
statements as usual in a traditional programming language (more details are presented
in Section 4.3). The element is represented as:
[ While ] =⇒ while (Evaluation) {

BehaviorInstructions+
}

These elements, together, form the complete syntax of the DSL and they will be
parsed by the Stratego/XT‘s built-in interpreter. When a file with all valid sections and
instructions is given as input to our translator, a proposed set of implemented translation
rules are automatically applied to each DSL element, generating a valid and analyzeable
CTMC model for the PRISM tool.

An example of a fully compliant (but very simple) DSL instance is:
prog robot
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i n i t
Map(5 , 5)
Pos i t i on (1 , 1)

end in i t

p r op e r t i e s
Terminates

endprope r t i e s

behavior

Down( )

endbehavior

endprog

This example declares every section with their respective required instructions.

4.3 Translation Rules
When a Program‘s description satisfies the syntax‘s specification, the target model

can be generated from the source DSL. It will contain partially fixed values in order to
render the analysis of many models as uniform/even as possible. The flow of the rules
applied to the model follows the sequence shown in Figure 6:

Figure 6 – Rule application flow

As shown in Figure 6, initially the main rule is applied in order to generate the
base model values as well as to call the auxiliary rules that generate each section of the
model that is relatively more complex and requires a specific flow. By applying Rule 1,
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the variable generation rules are applied, as well as the rules for treating nesting levels.
After that, the same is performed by the movement translation rules and its nesting levels,
followed by the obstacle evaluations and the obstacle modules (via External Rule 3 ),
ending with the matrix generation phase and the properties/rewards generation.

The following excerpt provides the main rule (Rule 1) for the model generation:
Rule 1

[[prog [[ID]] to-string init [[MapDefinition]] [[InitDirection*]] [[Position]] properties [[Props*]] endproperties
behavior [[BehaviorInstructions+]] endbehavior endprog]] create-model

⇓

ctmc
const int n = [[MapDefinition]] generate-size;
const double movement_rate = 1;
const double processes = 0.9;
const double energy_constant = 1;
const double passable_tiles_number = [[MapDefinition]] create-area;
const int total_instructions = [[Instructions]] length;

global instruction : [0..total_instructions] init 0;
global passable_tiles_completed : [0..passable_tiles_number] init 0;
global passed_tiles_total : [0..(passable_tiles_number * 4)] init 0;
global moving : bool init true;

module [[ID]]

[[Position, [[MapDefinition]] generate-size]] generate-robot-coordinates

movement: bool init false;
finished: bool init false;

[[BehaviorInstructions, 0]] iterator

// Movement r e s e t guard .
[] (movement = true) -> (moving’ = true) & (movement’ = false);

[[BehaviorInstructions, 0]] instruction-controller

// Trans i t i on s r e l a t e d to the miss ion ‘ s end .
[] (moving = false & movement = false & passable_tiles_completed = passable_tiles_number

& finished = false & instruction = total_instructions) -> processes : (finished’ = true);
[] (moving = false & movement = false & passable_tiles_completed = passable_tiles_number

& finished = true & instruction = total_instructions) -> processes : (finished’ = false);

endmodule

[[ [[MapDefinition]] generate-size]] generate-obstacles

[[MapDefinition]] generate-matrix-base

[[Props]] generate-rewards
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In the first rule, called create-model, and each subsequent rule, each term enclosed
in double square brackets (“[[Value]]“) correspond to a transient value calculated from the
translation rule call(s) (rules are denoted as superscript strings, sample-rule, for instance),
whereas the bold text (module, for example) describes fixed values in the underlying
model. The excerpt above represents the base variables and definitions common to each
model, such as the rate of the movement (which has a default value of 1), the constant for
the energy for each robot‘s movement, the number of passable tiles available, etc. This
mirrors the sequence of the processes in which the movement of the robot enables the
matrix to update its internal values regarding the passage of the robot upon its cells. As
it is a well defined sequence order, there are no parallel processes in a race condition for
performing a transition.

The variable n represents the size of the environment (matrix), which contains
identical values for its width and height. For example, a matrix with a 10x10 configuration
will have 10 lines and 10 columns, so the value of n will be 10 and this is verified by the
generate-size rule. The following variables are used throughout the instructions contained
within the behavior section of the robot, as well as the matrix modules. They are also
used to control the flow of the evaluations, such as the movement_rate, which represents
the priority of 100% to movement-related updates as they take precedence before any
other operation that can occur or be evaluated at the same time, the processes variable,
that is used as a priority for general update processes (matrix cell state updates, etc.)
and finally the energy_constant which is used to determine the energy consumption (the
number of energy units consumed) when the robot transitions from one cell to another.
The passable_tiles_number represent the total passable tiles, denoted as “0“ in the
map (refer to Table 1 for a detailed description of the remaining possible states), while
the total_instructions is related to the count of top-level instructions, as the nested
instructions contain their own variables and ranges for its elements‘ length.

Concerning the instruction variable, it will be used to iterate the instructions
contained within the behavior section and its limit is the total_instructions value.
Regarding the passable_tiles_completed and passable_tiles_total, they are related
to the passable_tiles_number constant as the ending point of the mission and a limiter
for the matrix‘s number of states, instead of using the entire set of integers as the range of
the latter variable.

Finally, the moving variable is the global control of the movement process, it is
involved in both movement phase and the matrix update phase. When this variable is set
to false by a matrix‘s transition, an evaluation phase begins for the current instruction
in the behavior flow, which enables the robot‘s movement or not. If this is the case, the
movement variable of the robot‘s module is set to true, enabling the movement update
itself. After the movement has been completed, the moving variable is set to true by the
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“movement reset guard” (which can be seen in the excerpt above), updating both values to
true and false, respectively, in order to enable the matrix‘s verification again.

Another variable present in the robot‘s module, finished, relates to the completion
of the mission of the robot by transitioning between a pair of “final“ states. This is for the
model not to be treated as a false deadlock by design, which is attributed to instructions
that are given control and cannot be executed while not having a “skip“ guard, as the Else
block in the IfWithElse element or the hidden While‘s safe guard (this will be discussed
later, in Section 4.4).

Regarding the rules, the generate-size will take the MapDefinition element into
account when extracting its values in order to represent the boundaries. The create-area
rule will use the MapDefinition as well, as this will generate a number of passable tiles in
the matrix via a Java external rule. The length rule is an internal Stratego/XT rule which
returns the number of elements in a list, which receives the BehaviorInstructions input for
that. Following this rule, the ID variable is used directly as an string, because it has no rule
associated with it. Consider this when other rules apply. The generate-robot-coordinates
receives the Position variable, which contains the robot‘s horizontal and vertical alignment
within the matrix. It also receives the result of the generate-size using the MapDefinition
parameter in order to check the validity of the robot‘s position in the input against the
map.

Another rule present in the excerpt is the iterator, which takes the BehaviorIn-
structions as a parameter in order to iterate through elements and its sub-elements (if
existent) to generate control variables for conditional and repetition structures, as well
as for Choice commands. The instruction-controller rule, which receives the Behavior-
Instruction parameter and a 0 value, which indicates the starting instruction value and
is incremented with each subsequent element of the instructions list. This is, indeed,
the direct translation of the instructions themselves. The rule generates the appropriate
guards and updates related to which direction the transition is targeted to. Additionally,
it includes updates in the instruction control flow and the matrix and movement update
phases. The generation of the obstacle module(s) is presented as generate-obstacles, using
the generate-size result applied to the MapDefinition parameter. This rule creates the
modules with the appropriate left and right boundaries for each obstacle, as well as their
vertical alignment within the matrix. This rule is also written as a Java external rule, the
second of three rules (with the other being get-obstacle-count, discussed briefly within the
following rules).

Following the previous set of rules, there is also the generate-matrix-base rule,
which receives the MapDefinition parameter and creates the appropriate matrix‘s modules
and vertical alignments. It also includes its internal evaluation guards and transitions.
Finally, the generate-rewards creates PRISM rewards based on the Properties parameters
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yielded from the properties section of the DSL.

The translation rules of the language are based on a pattern-matching approach
for rewriting terms as the parser encounters them in the flow of the provided syntax
file with the addition of a .txt map file, given as an input in the editor (which will be
discussed later). A more in-depth review of each rule and its subsets (when applicable)
in presented the following sections. Also, the rules explained are considered the essential
for the translation of the model‘s components, while we omit some that are simply utility
rules related to formatting outputs, concatenation of strings or similar operations (which
are the vast majority of them) due to the overall importance of direct element translating
rules.

4.3.1 Auxiliary Variables Generation

In order to successfully parse conditional and repetition commands, there is a need
to create control flow variables (playing a role of a program counter, for instance) that
will be used along with the main instruction controller to define the order of the inner
instructions inside those commands. Firstly, there is an evaluation over all of the top-level
instructions (i.e. not counting instructions inside if‘s and while‘s for now) in order to
pattern-match the rule associated with the desired instructions. The entry point for this
rule is the iterator rule, which is described as:
Rule 2

[[BehaviorInstructions, counter]] iterator =⇒ [[<BehaviorInstructions>, counter]] instance

The instance rule is the first one to attend to the pattern matching style of rules
which outputs different results for each element that is found within the BehaviorInstruc-
tions list. The returning rule instance yields an empty output, stopping subsequent calls
for the instance rule, as no more elements are present in the list to iterate through.

Concerning the matching with the instructions of the DSL, there are general rules
for each element that does not implement its own output in the variable generation phase,
both in the top-level. There is a general rule for nested elements, as well. Starting with
the Directions element of the syntax that does not require creation of control variables,
the following rules apply:

Rules 3 and 4

[[<>, counter]] instance =⇒
[[<head> ∧ tail, counter]] instance =⇒ [[tail, counter + 1]] iterator

As the pattern matches with those 2 rules, it indicates that when they are the
last instructions of the list of BehaviorInstructions (or in-between elements in the list)
parameter it would end the succession of calls for instance or iterator rules, declaring
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that the iteration calls are over and the next rule in the main rule create-model (Rule 1)
can be called. Stratego/XT searches for instructions matching the pattern in the order
in which they are placed, so, Rule 37, the final instance rule (including the sub-instance
calls, detailed shortly), is reached when no other elements can be matched for an specific
output. In this case, the iterator rule is called again in order to separate the current list in
a head element, the current one, and tail, the rest of the elements in the list, for the sake of
continuing the instance calls. This happens until a rule like Rule 4 is found for any other
element (for the Direction group or any other group of elements in the syntax) or if the
other elements did not implement a specific output when they are the last item in the list.

The following rules are applied to the Choice structure, when found by the instance
or iterator calls:
Rule 5

[[choice(p1, p2, p3, p4), counter]] instance

⇓

instruction_ [[counter]] _choice_instructions : [0..2] init 0;

Rule 6

[[choice(p1, p2), counter]] instance

⇓

instruction_ [[counter]] _choice_instructions : [0..2] init 0;

Rule 7

[[<choice(p1, p2, p3, p4) | tail>, counter]] instance

⇓

instruction_ [[counter]] _choice_instructions : [0..2] init 0;
[[tail, counter + 1]] iterator

Rule 8

[[<choice(p1, p2) | tail>, counter]] instance

⇓

instruction_ [[counter]] _choice_instructions : [0..2] init 0;
[[tail, counter + 1]] iterator

As seen in the rules above, the Choice element requires the creation of control
variable in order to function. There are 2 variants of the rule for each one of the 2
Choice constructors (with the user-specified probabilities and the wrapper for the 50-50
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probability). The generated string contain the actual instruction counter, which denotes
the position of the Choice element within the list. The subsequent iterator call means
that there are other instructions awaiting for the rule application, based on the presence
of a tail parameter. The same applies for the conditional (both of them) and repetition
instructions as well.

For the If control structure, the following rules are applied:
Rule 9

[[<if (evaluation) { body }>, counter]] instance

⇓

instruction_ [[counter]] _conditional_instructions : [0.. [[body]] length] init 0;
[[body, (instruction_ [[counter]] _sub_instruction_), 1]] sub-instance

Rule 10

[[<if (evaluation) { body } | tail>, counter]] instance

⇓

instruction_ [[counter]] _conditional_instructions : [0.. [[body]] length] init 0;
[[body, (instruction_ [[counter]] _sub_instruction_), 1]] sub-instance

[[tail, counter + 1]] instance

While there is a pattern for the creation of the variables for each structure, the
If control structure introduces a new subset of rules called sub-instance which functions
exactly as the instance rules, except that they are applied to nested blocks in the conditional
and repetition structures. In this case, the sub-instance takes the body parameter, which
represents the set of instructions contained within the If block in case the evaluation is
evaluated as true during the execution of the algorithm. It also receives a string with
the concatenation of the top-level instruction, along with an “sub_instruction“ string
appended at its end, to make it possible to chain subsequent calls while maintaining a
record of the previous chain of commands without requiring additional variables. The
sub-instance iterates through the elements of the body parameter, which is also a set
of BehaviorInstructions (recall from the syntax section, where the BehaviorInstructions
encapsulates all of the possible instructions of the grammar related to the behavior section).
In case that there is also a tail parameter present, the common rule call for the subsequent
top-level instructions is called as well. When the sub-instance calls end, the next instance
rule is called.

For the IfWithElse element, the rules are extremely similar, with the addition of
sub-instance calls for the Else block of instructions also. The following rules are applied to
the IfWithElse constructors:
Rule 11
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[[<if (evaluation) { body } else { else-body }>, counter]] instance

⇓

instruction_ [[counter]] _conditional_instructions : [0..( [[body]] length + [[else-body]] length ) ] init 0;
[[body, (instruction_ [[counter]] _sub_instruction_), 1]] sub-instance

[[else-body, (instruction_ [[counter]] _sub_instruction_), ( [[body]] length + 1 )]] sub-instance

Rule 12

[[<if (evaluation) { body } else { else-body } | tail>, counter]] instance

⇓

instruction_ [[counter]] _conditional_instructions : [0..( [[body]] length + [[else-body]] length ) ] init 0;
[[body, (instruction_ [[counter]] _sub_instruction_), 1]] sub-instance

[[else-body, (instruction_ [[counter]] _sub_instruction_), ( [[body]] length + 1 )]] sub-instance

[[tail, counter + 1]] instance

Both rules consider the same logic as the If ones, with the addition of the sub-
instance calls for the else-body as well, but with the counter starting as the length of the
body set of instructions of the If block, as the If and Else blocks share a common control
variable. The total length of the variable is another difference here, yielded as the sum of
elements present in both blocks. Rule 12 also continues with the pattern for calling the
instance rule for the next element after the IfWithElse, again, the tail variable.

Finally, the While element also follows the same principles as the If construct,
because of its similar inner workings. The rules applied to the While elements are described
as:
Rule 13

[[<while (evaluation) { body }>, counter]] instance

⇓

instruction_ [[counter]] _repetition_instructions : [0.. [[body]] length] init 0;
[[else-body, (instruction_ [[counter]] _sub_instruction_), ( [[body]] length + 1 )]] sub-instance

Rule 14

[[<while (evaluation) { body } | tail>, counter]] instance

⇓

instruction_ [[counter]] _repetition_instructions : [0.. [[body]] length] init 0;
[[else-body, (instruction_ [[counter]] _sub_instruction_), ( [[body]] length + 1 )]] sub-instance

[[tail, counter + 1]] instance

Again, it follows the same rules detailed for the If element as their structures are
very similar.
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Now, for the sub-instance rules, they are very similar to the previous rules with the
addition of calls to the sub-instance rules inside the bodies of the conditional and repetition
instructions. Another difference is a special treatment for the StandaloneCommand subset
of elements, which, when inside a control structure, has no controller rule (such as
the iterator) for the top-level instructions so they have to act as the rules that call
the subsequent elements, be them control structures or not. Overall, these rules have
the additional parameter parent_instruction to keep track of which parent block they
correspond to, as the counter variable now represents the current block in which they are
inserted. The rules for the StandaloneCommands are defined as:
Rules 15, 16, 17 and 18

[[<Up()>, parent_instruction, counter]] sub-instance =⇒
[[<Down()>, parent_instruction, counter]] sub-instance =⇒
[[<Left()>, parent_instruction, counter]] sub-instance =⇒
[[<Right()>, parent_instruction, counter]] sub-instance =⇒

As with their counterpart instance rules, the last item of the sub-list (relating to
the parent structure), being one of the StandaloneCommand subset of elements returns
nothing in order to end the subsequent calls for the sub-instance rules. As for the Stan-
daloneCommand elements which are not the last item of the list, the following rules are
applied:
Rule 19

[[<Up() | tail>, parent_instruction, counter]] sub-instance

⇓

[[tail, parent_instruction, counter + 1]] sub-instance

Rule 20

[[<Down() | tail>, parent_instruction, counter]] sub-instance

⇓

[[tail, parent_instruction, counter + 1]] sub-instance

Rule 21

[[<Left() | tail>, parent_instruction, counter]] sub-instance

⇓

[[tail, parent_instruction, counter + 1]] sub-instance

Rule 22

[[<Right() | tail>, parent_instruction, counter]] sub-instance
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⇓

[[tail, parent_instruction, counter + 1]] sub-instance

As seen above, those rules are being used to call the sub-instance rule flow to its
next element, the same as the general entry for the instance rules, but as the sub-instance
rules delve deeper with each call for control structures, an iterator is just duplicating the
subsequent calls with the price of adding one more rule and adding the overhead of calling
one more rule to each StandaloneCommand in the sub-instances, where this happens only
in specific cases in the highest-level instructions.

For the Choice commands present in sub-instance rules, the pattern matches for
the rules below:
Rule 23

[[<choice(p1, p2)>, parent_instruction, counter]] sub-instance

⇓

[[parent_instruction, counter]] concat _choice_instructions: [0..2] init 0;

Rule 24

[[<choice(p1, p2)| tail>, parent_instruction, counter]] sub-instance

⇓

[[parent_instruction, counter]] concat _choice_instructions: [0..2] init 0;
[[tail, parent_instruction, counter + 1]] sub-instance

Rule 25

[[<choice(p1, p2, p3, p4)>, parent_instruction, counter]] sub-instance

⇓

[[parent_instruction, counter]] concat _choice_instructions: [0..2] init 0;

Rule 26

[[<choice(p1, p2, p3, p4)| tail>, parent_instruction, counter]] sub-instance

⇓

[[parent_instruction, counter]] concat _choice_instructions: [0..2] init 0;
[[tail, parent_instruction, counter + 1]] sub-instance

In the 4 previous rules, the translation of the variable occurs directly from the
quantity of instructions that the Choice structures will create. Initiating in 0, the evaluation
guard, and accepting two more states, one for the first StandaloneCommand (if it chosen
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during the path tracing in the PRISM tool), one for the second instruction itself. Both
constructors for the Choice element follows the same approach when generating variables.
The concat utility rule is used here to append the content of the second variable at the
end of the first variable that it receives. The content received within those variables are
converted to strings by using another utility rule, named to-string, the same as used in
Rule 1 to convert what was received as the ID variable to the robot‘s module name.

As for the ControlStructure elements, they follow the same approach of the previous
rules (instance) related to them with the addition of appending a “sub_instruction“ at
their ends, implying that there are more levels of nesting inside the elements themselves.

For example, the While element can be translated as:
Rule 27

[[<while (evaluation) { body }>, parent_instruction, counter]] sub-instance

⇓

[[parent_instruction, counter]] concat_repetition_instructions: [0.. [[body]] length] init 0;
[[body, [[ [[parent_instruction, counter]] concat, _sub_instruction]] concat, 1]] sub-instance

The sub-instance rules only differ from the top-level (instance) rules in the par-
ent_instruction variable‘s passing to their internal rules, as they will concatenate a string
at the end of their variable names, not including the variable types or the “instructions”
string. For instance, consider the following excerpt:
while (eval) {

while (eval) {
while (eval) {

( . . . )
}

}
}

For this case, the following variables will be created:
i n s t ru c t i on_1_repe t i t i on_ in s t ru c t i on s : [ 0 . . ( l ength ) ] i n i t 0 ;
in s t ruc t i on_1_sub_ins t ruc t ion_1_repet i t i on_ins t ruc t i ons : [ 0 . . ( l ength ) ] i n i t 0 ;
ins t ruct ion_1_sub_instruct ion_1_sub_instruct ion_1_repet i t ion_inst ruct ions :
[ 0 . . ( l ength ) ] i n i t 0 ;

Each one of those variables will be created for each nesting level of theWhile element
and it follows the same pattern for the If and IfWithElse elements, the difference being
that “conditional” is written instead of “repetition”, inside the If variable‘s names. The
Rules 28 until 32 follows this approach for the remaining While sub-instance applications
(which includes a tail variable) inside the bodies of the ControlStructure elements, as well
as for the 2 If and the other 2 for the IfWithElse (same as the If rules, but includes
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sub-instance calls for the Else block as well). The last rule for this approach, the Rule 33,
just deals with an empty list, which also occurs in the instance rules. It is expressed as:
Rule 33

[[<>, parent_instruction, counter]] sub-instance =⇒

The remaining rules, the interval between Rules 34 and 37, are related to the
concatenation of strings (concat, as previously mentioned), the to-string rule, for conversion
issues, the length rule, to return the number of elements inside a list and the throw-error
rule, which receives a string message and a tag ([variables-generation], for instance)
and throws an error inside the Stratego/XT for better tracking of the origin of the error
for the user.

The next section is related to the creation of the robot‘s initial coordinates inside
its module declaration.

4.3.2 Robot’s Coordinates

This rule yields the robot‘s coordinates inside the matrix provided that the argu-
ments received complies to the constraint that x and y values must be equal or less than
the boundaries of the matrix. The rule itself can be presented as:
Rule 38

[[Position(x, y), bound-size]] generate-robot-coordinates

Provided that x and y < bound-size

⇓

x : [1..n] init [[x]] ;
y : [1..n] init [[y]] ;

This rule limits the states in which the x and y can occupy based on the previously
set boundary size (recall from Rule 1, in which the constant n is declared, representing this
value). It also sets the initial state of both x and y variables of the robot to the respective
parameters received in the Position element. In cases that the condition stated before is
not true, this rule yields an error, stopping the entire translation process (as other rules
that throw errors do). This validation is provided by Rule 39, which simply compares two
values against each other to evaluate if the first parameter has a lesser of equal value to
the second parameter.

The following rule illustrates this evaluation:
Rule 39

[[(alignment, boundary)]] evaluate-position
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⇓

i f (alignment <= boundary ) then [[alignment]] e l s e [[mesage]] throw-error

This rule returns the alignment variable for each successive call from the generate-
robot-coordinates if the evaluation above is true and throws an error that stops the entire
translation process (it uses the Rule 37 from the previous section).

4.3.3 Robot’s Movement Generation

The rules associated with the generation of the robot‘s movement are the most
numerous and complex rules existing within the DSL‘s core. Some of the rules use the
same approach as the variable generation rules concerning the chain of pattern matching
calls for subsequent elements in a list of instructions. The first rule of the movement
generation uses a controller approach, like the general rule for variables generation as it
can be described as:
Rule 40

[[BehaviorInstructions, n]] instruction-controller

⇓

[[<BehaviorInstructions>, n]] translate-movement

The controller uses the BehaviorInstruction parameter and passes it along to the
pattern matching rules called translate-movement based on which element is found next
within the list. The BehaviorInstruction is explicitly treated as a list when the translate-
movement is called to start parsing through elements while translating the ones found
on-the-go. The returning rule for the translate-movement comprises:
Rule 41

[[<>, n]] translate-movement =⇒

Again, as the instance rules from the variables generation, the returning rule is
called when an empty list is received, denoting that there are no move instructions to be
translated during the movement translation phase. The next set of rules are related to
encountering StandaloneCommand elements as the last item in the list:
Rule 42

[[<Up()>, n]] instruction-controller

⇓

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) & (instruction = [[n]] ) & (y - 1 != 0)
[[upIsClear(), 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller

-> processes : (y’ = y - 1) & (instruction’ = instruction + 1) & (movement’ = true);
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Rule 43

[[<Down()>, n]] instruction-controller

⇓

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) & (instruction = [[n]] ) & (y + 1 <= n)
[[downIsClear(), 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller

-> processes : (y’ = y + 1) & (instruction’ = instruction + 1) & (movement’ = true);

Rule 44

[[<Left()>, n]] instruction-controller

⇓

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) & (instruction = [[n]] ) & (x - 1 != 0)
[[leftIsClear(), 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller

-> processes : (x’ = x - 1) & (instruction’ = instruction + 1) & (movement’ = true);

Rule 45

[[<Right()>, n]] instruction-controller

⇓

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) & (instruction = [[n]] ) & (x + 1 <= n)
[[rightIsClear(), 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller

-> processes : (x’ = x + 1) & (instruction’ = instruction + 1) & (movement’ = true);

The previous set of rules are translated to the PRISM chain of evaluations and
transition equivalents to the syntax element by inserting a set of common conditional
guards along with a calculated chain of other evaluations based on the create-conditional-
obstacle-evaluation-controller ‘s output while passing an equivalent Evaluation element
corresponding to the instruction. For example, the exact Right() element‘s evaluation is
rightIsClear() which is an Evaluation group element, so is the leftIsClear() for the Left()
element and so on. The create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller is an utility rule
for creating guards based on the number of obstacles in the map along with the third
(and last) Java external rule: get-obstacle-count, which counts the number of adjacent cells
occupied by the obstacles and also helps with the creation of the obstacles themselves
(which will be discussed in an upcoming section). The fixed values associated with each
rule updates the movement according to the direction of the input StandaloneCommand
element and includes an extra validation for the movement against the boundaries of the
matrix. For instance, the instruction-controller rule that matches the pattern Up() inserts
an additional guard “(y - 1 != 0)“ in order to invalidate the movement in case the robot is
adjacent to the top boundary of the matrix. The same is also applied for each appropriate
matching rule and its evaluation against the horizontal and vertical boundaries of the
matrix.
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The next set of instructions also performs a similar kind of translations on the
same elements, but it matches elements that are in between elements on the list (contrary
to the previous set, that matches the ending elements of the list). The rules, still applicable
to the StandaloneCommand elements are as it follows:
Rule 46

[[<Up() | tail>, n]] instruction-controller

⇓

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) & (instruction = [[n]] ) & (y - 1 != 0)
[[upIsClear(), 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller

-> processes : (y’ = y - 1) & (instruction’ = instruction + 1) & (movement’ = true);
[[tail, n + 1]] instruction-controller

Rule 47

[[<Down() | tail>, n]] instruction-controller

⇓

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) & (instruction = [[n]] ) & (y + 1 <= n)
[[downIsClear(), 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller

-> processes : (y’ = y + 1) & (instruction’ = instruction + 1) & (movement’ = true);
[[tail, n + 1]] instruction-controller

Rule 48

[[<Left() | tail>, n]] instruction-controller

⇓

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) & (instruction = [[n]] ) & (y - 1 != 0)
[[leftIsClear(), 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller

-> processes : (x’ = x - 1) & (instruction’ = instruction + 1) & (movement’ = true);
[[tail, n + 1]] instruction-controller

Rule 49

[[<Right() | tail>, n]] instruction-controller

⇓

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) & (instruction = [[n]] ) & (x + 1 <= n)
[[rightIsClear(), 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller

-> processes : (x’ = x + 1) & (instruction’ = instruction + 1) & (movement’ = true);
[[tail, n + 1]] instruction-controller

The previous set of rules also matches and generates an appropriate transition and
extra validations for the movement the same way that the standalone commands do. The
difference here is the presence of the tail variable, which acts as the rest of the elements on
the list and applies the instruction-controller rule to them in order to complete the entire
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movement translation. There is also a set of rules applicable for the control structures, as
well as the Choice element of the language.

The next couple of rules are applied to an If element (without and Else block)
both as the last element on the list and as an element between other elements:
Rule 50

[[<if ( [[evaluation]] ) { [[body]] }>, n]] translate-movement

⇓

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) &
(instruction = [[n]] ) & (instruction_ [[n]] _conditional_instructions = 0) &
[[evaluation, conditional, n]] create-directional-precondition

[[evaluation, 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller

-> processes : (instruction_ [[n]] _conditional_instructions’ = 1) & (movement = false);
[[body, n, conditional, 1]] translate-nested-movement

[](movement = false) & (moving = false) &
(instruction = [[n]] ) & (instruction_ [[n]] _conditional_instructions = 0) &
( [[evaluation]] create-counter-directional-precondition

[[evaluation, 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation-controller)
-> processes : (instruction’ = instruction + 1) & (movement’ = false);

Rule 51

[[<if ( [[evaluation]] ) { [[body]] } | tail>, n]] translate-movement

⇓

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) &
(instruction = [[n]] ) & (instruction_ [[n]] _conditional_instructions = 0) &
[[evaluation, conditional, n]] create-directional-precondition

[[evaluation, 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller

-> processes : (instruction_ [[n]] _conditional_instructions’ = 1) & (movement = false);
[[body, n, conditional, 1]] translate-nested-movement

[](movement = false) & (moving = false) &
(instruction = [[n]] ) & (instruction_ [[n]] _conditional_instructions = 0) &
( [[evaluation]] create-counter-directional-precondition

[[evaluation, 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation-controller)
-> processes : (instruction’ = instruction + 1) & (movement’ = false);

[[tail, n + 1]] instruction-controller

The If control structure‘s rules introduce various complementary rules as well
as utility rules in order to generate a complete guard for the movement, as well as the
safe guard which skips the instruction to the next top-level one in order to continue
the translation (and the robot‘s movement per se). There is also a common set of fixed
conditional evaluations common to each guard as the entry point for the activation of the
evaluation itself. That is, the If guard and its counter-guard (for skipping into the next
instruction) share some conditionals, but different obstacle and movement comparisons
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(with both being the complete opposite of each other, so much as a “negation“ of the first
conditional set).

While the If guard checks for the possibility of movement towards the chosen
Evaluation type, the counter-guard does the opposite, verifying if the robot is adjacent
to a boundary and/or if it overlaps an obstacle with its next movement. The create-
conditional-precondition, create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller, create-counter-
conditional-precondition and create-obstacle-counter-evaluation-controller rules will be
discussed during the details of the obstacle translation section and its utility rules as
well as the evaluation utility rules. As with the previous rules that are applied to items
in-between other elements, there is a subsequent call for the instruction-controller in order
to continue to the next instruction pattern.

Perhaps the most important rule called inside Rules 50 and 51 is the translate-
nested-movement, which creates a set of rules similar to the instruction-controller and
translate-movement ones that are applied to the body of the If structure, translating its
internal elements (inside the block) recursively and are repeatedly called as long as there
are control structures with even more block instructions inside them. The IfWithElse
also provides a similar set of rules, while the main difference is the application of the
translate-nested-movement to the Else‘s instruction block as well.

The rules applied to the IfWithElse elements are defined as:
Rule 52

[[<if ( [[evaluation]] ) { [[body]] } else { [[else-body]] } >, n]] translate-movement

⇓

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) &
(instruction = [[n]] ) & (instruction_ [[n]] _conditional_instructions = 0) &
[[evaluation, conditional, n]] create-directional-precondition

[[evaluation, 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller

-> processes : (instruction_ [[n]] _conditional_instructions’ = 1) & (movement = false);
[[body, n, conditional, 1]] translate-nested-movement

[](movement = false) & (moving = false) &
(instruction = [[n]] ) & (instruction_ [[n]] _conditional_instructions = 0) &
( [[evaluation]] create-counter-directional-precondition

[[evaluation, 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation-controller)
-> processes : (instruction_ [[n]] _conditional_instructions’ = ( [[body]] length + 1) ) & (movement’

= false);
[[else-body, n, conditional, ( [[body]] length + 1)]] translate-nested-movement

Rule 53

[[<if ( [[evaluation]] ) { [[body]] } else { [[else-body]] } | tail>, n]] translate-movement

⇓

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) &
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(instruction = [[n]] ) & (instruction_ [[n]] _conditional_instructions = 0) &
[[evaluation, conditional, n]] create-directional-precondition

[[evaluation, 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller

-> processes :
(instruction_ [[n]] _conditional_instructions’ = instruction_ [[n]] _conditional_instructions’ + 1)
& (movement = false);
[[body, n, conditional, 1]] translate-nested-movement

[](movement = false) & (moving = false) &
(instruction = [[n]] ) & (instruction_ [[n]] _conditional_instructions = 0) &
( [[evaluation]] create-counter-directional-precondition

[[evaluation, 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation-controller)
-> processes : (instruction_ [[n]] _conditional_instructions’ = ( [[body]] length + 1) ) & (movement’

= false);
[[else-body, n, conditional, ( [[body]] length + 1)]] translate-nested-movement

[[tail, n + 1]] instruction-controller

Following the If element rules, the IfWithElse follows the same pattern for creating
the underlying PRISM guards while applying the translate-nested-movement in the Else
block instructions while initiating the instruction count as the number of instruction in
the If block plus 1, as the If and Else blocks share a common “conditional_instructions“
variable (as presented before, in the variables generation rules). The remaining control
structure, the repetition structure While), has a very similar approach in comparison with
the If without an Else rules. The difference lies in the subtle change in the updates during
the transition associated with the guards contained within. The While rules are detailed
below:
Rule 54

[[<while ( [[evaluation]] ) { [[body]] }>, n]] translate-movement

⇓

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) &
(instruction = [[n]] ) & (instruction_ [[n]] _repetition_instructions = 0) &
[[evaluation, repetition, n]] create-directional-precondition

[[evaluation, 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller

-> processes : (instruction_ [[n]] _repetition_instructions’ = 1) & (movement = false);
[[body, n, repetition, 1]] translate-nested-movement

[](movement = false) & (moving = false) &
(instruction = [[n]] ) & (instruction_ [[n]] _repetition_instructions = 0) &
( [[evaluation]] create-counter-directional-precondition

[[evaluation, 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation-controller)
-> processes : (instruction’ = instruction + 1) & (movement’ = false);

Rule 55

[[<while ( [[evaluation]] ) { [[body]] } | tail>, n]] translate-movement

⇓
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[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) &
(instruction = [[n]] ) & (instruction_ [[n]] _repetition_instructions = 0) &
[[evaluation, repetition, n]] create-directional-precondition

[[evaluation, 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller

-> processes : (instruction_ [[n]] _repetition_instructions’ = 1) & (movement = false);
[[body, n, repetition, 1]] translate-nested-movement

[](movement = false) & (moving = false) &
(instruction = [[n]] ) & (instruction_ [[n]] _repetition_instructions = 0) &
( [[evaluation]] create-counter-directional-precondition

[[evaluation, 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation-controller)
-> processes : (instruction’ = instruction + 1) & (movement’ = false);

[[tail, n + 1]] instruction-controller

As previously stated, the rules are very similar, but, another detail in those rules
is the inclusion of “repetition“ variables, instead of “conditional“ ones, otherwise, the
instructions contained within the blocks will define the behavior for each control structure
(the last instruction of an If (or Else block resets the control variables to 0 and skips the
parent-level variable by 1, so the next instruction is called. For the While case, the same
reset occurs, but the parent-level stays the same until the evaluation of the While yields
a false result, in order to provide a loop of instructions inside its block. Following the
other control structures, the While one also applies translate-nested-movement rules to
the elements inside its block unless no control structure exists within them.

The next set of rules are applied to Choice elements, which, in practice, works as
a different structure, mixing three guards to compose an entire instruction. It receives
several parameters, including a couple probabilities which are used by the first guard to
determine the chosen direction to move. Both received StandaloneCommand elements
are given corresponding guards to execute their movements based on the Choice number
(which has a control variable associated with it). The rules related to the translation of
Choice elements are shown below:
Rule 56

[[<choice(first-choice, second-choice)>, n]] translate-movement

⇓

[[choice(50, [[first-choice]] , 50, [[second-choice]] ), [[n]] )]] convert-choice

Rule 57

[[<choice(first-choice, second-choice) | tail>, n]] translate-movement

⇓

[[choice(50, [[first-choice]] , 50, [[second-choice]] ), [[n]] , [[tail]] )]] convert-choice-with-instruction

Rule 58
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[[<choice(p1, first-choice, p2, second-choice)>, n]] translate-movement

Provided that p1 + p2 = 100

⇓

[[choice( [[p1]] , [[first-choice]] , [[p2]] , [[second-choice]] ), [[n]] )]] convert-choice

Rule 59

[[<choice(p1, first-choice, p2, second-choice) | tail>, n]] translate-movement

Provided that p1 + p2 = 100

⇓

[[choice( [[p1]] , [[first-choice]] , [[p2]] , [[second-choice]] ), [[n]] , [[tail]] )]] convert-choice-with-instruction

Each of those rules uses utility rules to help with the translation of the commands
based on the presence of tail variables or not. The convert-(...) rules will assign the
correspondent If clauses to each movement input and a special guard that gives control to
one of those (at run time) based on their probabilities. The utility rules are translated as
follows:
Rule 60

[[choice(p1, first-choice, p2, second-choice), n]] convert-choice

⇓

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) & (instruction_ [[n]] _choice_instructions = 0)
-> 0. [[p1]] : (instruction_ [[n]] _choice_instructions’ = 1) +
0. [[p2]] : (instruction_ [[n]] _choice_instructions’ = 2);

[[ [[first-choice]] convert-choice-command, n, 1]] translate-choice-command

[[ [[second-choice]] convert-choice-command, n, 2]] translate-choice-command

Rule 61

[[choice(p1, first-choice, p2, second-choice), n, tail]] convert-choices-with-instruction

⇓

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) & (instruction_ [[n]] _choice_instructions = 0)
-> 0. [[p1]] : (instruction_ [[n]] _choice_instructions’ = 1) +
0. [[p2]] : (instruction_ [[n]] _choice_instructions’ = 2);

[[ [[first-choice]] convert-choice-command, n, 1]] translate-choice-command

[[ [[second-choice]] convert-choice-command, n, 2]] translate-choice-command

[[tail, n + 1]] instruction-controller
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With the introduction of those rules, the instance-like rules are applied to the
converted Choice elements in order to generate the guards with the input probabilities.
The next couple of rules converts the variables first-choice and second-choice into the
StandaloneCommands bundled with a safe If guard based on the input choice variables
(not to be confused with the Choice element). Those rules are:
Rules 62, 63, 64 and 65

[[Up()]] convert-choice-command =⇒ if (upIsClear()) { Up() }
[[Down()]] convert-choice-command =⇒ if (downIsClear()) { Down() }
[[Left()]] convert-choice-command =⇒ if (leftIsClear()) { Left() }
[[Right()]] convert-choice-command =⇒ if (rightIsClear()) { Right() }

Those rules have a pattern matching style for converting standalone instructions
into safe If control structures with a single instruction in its block, again, based on the
passed instruction in the Choice element before. Each StandaloneCommand received has a
correspondent If using an Evaluation with the same direction as the intended movement.
The next and final Choice rule translates the rest of the element into the full set of
commands (3 guards, each with their specific purposes):
Rule 66

[[if ( evaluation ) { command }, n, choice-instruction]] translate-choice-command

⇓

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) & (instruction = [[n]] ) &
instruction_ [[n]] _choice_instructions = [[choice-instruction]] ) &
[[evaluation, choice, n]] create-choice-directional-precondition

[[evaluation, 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-conditional-obstacle-evaluation-controller

-> processes : [[command]] create-directional-update& (movement’ = true) &
(instruction’ = instruction + 1)

[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) & (instruction = [[n]] ) &
instruction_ [[n]] _choice_instructions = [[choice-instruction]] & (
[[command]] create-counter-directional-precondition

[[evaluation, 0, [[0]] get-obstacle-count]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation-controller)
-> processes : (instruction = instruction + 1);> processes : (instruction = insruction@

The translate-nested-movement set of rules, the interval between Rules 67 and
91 also follows the same approach of the previous translation rules for each one of the
BehaviorInstructions with the addition of applying translate-nested-movement rules to
every block that the ControlStrucures have. They also count on helper rules that adjust the
evaluations and updates based on the nesting level by appending the necessary validation
to each of those guards based on the nesting level that it is currently inserted, just as the
variable generation does for appending the “sub_instruction“ string to every nested
level that a variable has.

Consider the situation below:
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if (eval) {
if (eval) {

if (eval) {
( . . . )

}
}

}

In this case, taking into account the third if instruction, its resulting evaluation
would be translated as (following the previous rules):
[] (movement = false) & (moving = false) & (instruction_ [[n]] _conditional_instructions = 0)
& (instruction_ [[n]] _sub_instruction_1_conditional_instructions = 0) &
& (instruction_ [[n]] _sub_instruction_1_sub_instruction_1_conditional_instructions = 0)
-> (...)

For every nesting level, the helper rules will append the subsequent evaluation
guard to cover all of the previous instructions‘ states in order not to activate the third
nesting level‘s instructions ahead of its time. The same occurs for the updates, as it needs
only to update the current nesting level control variable to 0, if it is the last instruction of
the block, or its value plus 1, if it is in the middle of the block. The updates also consider
the parent structure, as it will be updated to its value plus 1, as the current nesting level
is over.

4.3.4 Obstacle Evaluations’ Generation

The generation of the evaluations for the obstacles present in the matrix are called
during the movement translation phase, as it generates auxiliary strings and variables
for composing a complete guard, including all obstacles for every guard that requires or
results a movement, in the end. This phase will iterate through the obstacle count in the
map in order to generate the necessary evaluations based on the obstacle(s) module(s) x
and y positions.

A rule of this phase, which exist to validate if the end variable, representing the
number of the obstacles, is 0, is defined as:
Rule 92

[[StandaloneCommand, n, 0]] create-obstacle-evaluation =⇒

This immediately returns the control to the parent rule calling phase, as there are
no obstacles present to generate evaluations to.

There is also a controller rule for the generation of those obstacles. It will be
responsible for calling the next set of rules if the counter of obstacles has not reached the
total obstacle count in the map. The rule stating the controller‘s behavior is defined as:
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Rule 93

[[instruction, init, end]] create-obstacle-evaluation-controller

Provided that init != end

⇓

[[instruction, init, end]] create-obstacle-evaluation

If the condition above is not complied with, the controller calls a create-obstacle-
evaluation-return rule (Rule 94), which simply returns an empty output, ending the calls
for the controller and, consequently, the entire obstacle generation phase. Each function
call in the obstacle generation phase will match a StandaloneCommand element in order
to generate the correct evaluation for the particular direction which it targets to.

Each one of the elements in the StandaloneCommand element set will have an
associated rule with it, their format, starting with the Up() element, is as follows:
Rule 95

[[Up(), n, end]] create-obstacle-evaluation

⇓

& (((y - 1 = obstacle_ [[n + 1]] _vertical_alignment &
(x < obstacle_ [[n + 1]] _left_bound & x > obstacle_ [[n + 1]] _right_bound))
| (y − 1 != obstacle_ [[n + 1]] _vertical_alignment))

[[Up(), n + 1, end]] create-obstacle-evaluation

For the Down() statement:
Rule 96

[[Down(), n, end]] create-obstacle-evaluation

⇓

& (((y + 1 = obstacle_ [[n + 1]] _vertical_alignment &
(x < obstacle_ [[n + 1]] _left_bound & x > obstacle_ [[n + 1]] _right_bound))
| (y + 1 != obstacle_ [[n + 1]] _vertical_alignment))

[[Down(), n + 1, end]] create-obstacle-evaluation

For the Left() statement:
Rule 97

[[Left(), n, end]] create-obstacle-evaluation

⇓

& (((y = obstacle_ [[n + 1]] _vertical_alignment &
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(x - 1 > obstacle_ [[n + 1]] _right_bound))
| (y != obstacle_ [[n + 1]] _vertical_alignment))

[[Left(), n + 1, end]] create-obstacle-evaluation

For the Right() statement:
Rule 98

[[Right(), n, end]] create-obstacle-evaluation

⇓

& (((y = obstacle_ [[n + 1]] _vertical_alignment &
(x + 1 > obstacle_ [[n + 1]] _left_bound))
| (y != obstacle_ [[n + 1]] _vertical_alignment))

[[Right(), n + 1, end]] create-obstacle-evaluation

The previous rules are applied to every element that requires an evaluation based
on the obstacles present in the matrix, regardless whether they are ControlStructures or
not. The rules generate strings that are concatenated with each other (if there is more
than one obstacle in the matrix) to form the complete sentence before the guard update.
Those provide a unified way to validate the robot movement against the constraints of
the model and also the reuse of the rules despite the level in which the element is present
during the call. There are also counter-evaluation rules based on the 4 rules presented
above, but they generate counter-evaluations to some instructions in order to allow them
to skip the validation to the next applicable instruction, avoiding the lock-up effect in
the model (a false deadlock). Those rules generate a negation of the evaluations provided
before, but with a deeper level checking than simply adding a negation operator (!) to
them. The first 3 rules of the create-counter-evaluation set of rules are exactly the same as
the first 3 initial rules of the obstacle generation (the return rule, the controller rule and
the evaluation-return rules):
Rule 99

[[StandaloneCommand, n, 0]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation =⇒

Rule 100

[[instruction, init, end]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation-controller

Provided that init != end

⇓

[[instruction, init, end]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation

Rule 101
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[[ ]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation-return =⇒

The following rules are applied for their respective element of the StandaloneCom-
mand set as part of the counter evaluation phase:
Rule 102

[[Up(), n, end]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation

⇓

| ((y - 1 = obstacle_ [[(n + 1]] _vertical_alignment & (x >= obstacle_ [[(n + 1]] _left_bound &
x <= obstacle_ [[(n + 1]] _right_bound)))

[[Up(), (n + 1), end]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation-controller

Rule 103

[[Down(), n, end]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation

⇓

| ((y + 1 = obstacle_ [[(n + 1]] _vertical_alignment & (x >= obstacle_ [[(n + 1]] _left_bound &
x <= obstacle_ [[(n + 1]] _right_bound)))

[[Down(), (n + 1), end]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation-controller

Rule 104

[[Left(), n, end]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation

⇓

| ((y = obstacle_ [[(n + 1]] _vertical_alignment & x - 1 = obstacle_ [[(n + 1]] right_bound))

[[Left(), (n + 1), end]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation-controller

Rule 105

[[Right(), n, end]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation

⇓

| ((y = obstacle_ [[(n + 1]] _vertical_alignment & x + 1 = obstacle_ [[(n + 1]] left_bound))

[[Right(), (n + 1), end]] create-obstacle-counter-evaluation-controller

Those rules offer evaluations that are contrary to the evaluations of the If, IfWithElse
and While guards in order to provide means for those verified structures to skip safely to
the next instructions in their current nesting level.
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4.3.5 Matrix Generation

The matrix generation starts with a base rule that receives the Map(x, y) as a
parameter in order to extract the height and width of the matrix and pass those values to
the subsequent rules that will create the corresponding modules and variables representing
the matrix‘s state.

The corresponding rule is:
Rule 106

[[Map(x, y)]] generate-matrix-base =⇒ (1 , ( [[x]] string-to-int + 1) , [[y]] string-to-int )generate-matrix-lines

The string-to-int rule is an utility provided by the Stratego/XT to convert an
integer value to an string. This is performed to ensure that the addition of 1 in the same
rule applies as an expression, not as a concatenation between strings. The Map element
provides the x and y arguments to the lines generation which are used to generate modules
provided by the generate-matrix-lines rule‘s output.

The generate-matrix-lines rule is defined as:
Rule 107

[[current, x, y]] generate-matrix-base

Provided that [[current]] != [[x]]

⇓

[[current, x, y]] generate-matrix-line

In this case, the rule receive a current variable that represents the current call
count until the desired line of the matrix has been reached. The x and y are, respectively,
the line and column quantities. In case that the current variable has reached its intended
value (contrary to what is provided to the application of Rule 107), it calls the return rule
for the next instruction, ending the matrix‘s creation.

The aforementioned rule‘s structure is:
Rule 108

[[term]] generate-matrix-line-ending =⇒

On the other hand, if the current variable‘s actual value has not been evaluated as
the ending point of the function, a call for the actual writing rule is made in the form of
the generate-matrix-line:
Rule 109

[[current, x, y]] generate-matrix-line
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⇓

module matrix_line_ [[current]]
[[current, y]] generate-matrix-line-variables

endmodule

[[(current + 1), x, y]] generate-matrix-lines

For each line, there will be some variables assigned to represent the columns‘s
states which are generated by using generate-matrix-line-variables rule, defined by the
variables’ target. The call for the next line is represented by the generate-matrix-lines by
which, as previously explained, will check for the subsequent line generation (current + 1)
in order to decide if the ending point for this section has arrived.

The rule that will generate the appropriate variables is:
Rule 110

[[current, ending]] generate-matrix-line-variables

⇓

line_ [[current]] _position_y: [1..n] init [[current]] ;
[[current, 1, (ending + 1)]] generate-line-column-variables

[[current, 1, (ending + 1)]] generate-matrix-conditionals

Within the matrix‘s variables generation subset of rules, other than generating
its vertical alignment by the matrix‘s top-down viewpoint, are the generation of the
columns‘ initial states and the conditionals surrounding the transitions of those states.
The generation of columns is presented as it follows:
Rule 110

[[line, current, ending]] generate-line-column-variables

Provided that [[current]] != [[ending]]

⇓

[[line, current, ending]] generate-column-variable

There is also general return rule of the matrix‘s next line generation (Rule 111),
which is the same as the generate-matrix-line-ending rule, it also returns an empty output
in order to stop the next call for the next line generation rules. The rule that is applied if
the provided condition is true is as follows:
Rule 112

[[line, current, ending]] generate-column-variable

⇓
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line_ [[line]] _column_ [[current]] : [0..3] init 0;
[[line, (current + 1), ending]] generate-line-column-variables

This rule will yield the variable definition of the current column of the entire line
module and calls for the subsequent column variable generation as long as the current
count is not equal to the ending count as defined by the generate-line-column-variables
rule.

Moving back to the generation of the matrix‘s conditionals, the rule that will apply
the output in the resulting file is:
Rule 113

[[line, current, ending]] generate-matrix-conditionals

Provided that [[current]] != [[ending]]

⇓

[[line, current, ending]] generate-matrix-conditional

As with the previous steps of the matrix generation, the end-conditionals rule
is a general return rule for the function call. It also has an empty output rule in case
the provided condition presented is not met (Rule 114). The rule that generates the
conditionals (generate-matrix-conditional) is called when the current count of the current
column variable is not equal to the ending variable. This rule is defined as:
Rule 115

[[line, current, ending]] generate-matrix-conditional

⇓

[] (moving = true & y = [ l i n e ] & x = [[current]] & line_ [[line]] _column_ [[current]] = 0 &
passable_tiles_completed < passable_tiles_number & passed_tiles_total <
(passable_tiles_number ∗ 5)) -> movement_rate : (line_ [[line]] _column_ [[current]] ’ = 2) &
(passable_tiles_completed’ = passable_tiles_completed + 1) & (passed_tiles_total =
passed_tiles_total + 1) & (moving’ = false);

[] (moving = true & y = [[line]] & x = [[current]] & line_ [[line]] _column_ [[current]] = 2 &
passed_tiles_total < (passable_tiles_number ∗ 5)) -> (line_ [[line]] _column_ [[current]] ’ = 3) &
(passed_tiles_total’ = passed_tiles_total + 1) & (moving’ = false);

[] (moving = true & y = [[line]] & x = [[current]] & line_ [[line]] _column_ [[current]] = 3 &
passed_tiles_total < (passable_tiles_number ∗ 5)) -> (passed_tiles_total’ =
passed_tiles_total + 1) & (moving’ = false);

[[line, (current + 1), ending]] generate-matrix-conditionals

This rule generates a set of guards that will be verified according to the matrix‘s
cell state at the moment. If the state was 0, the counter for total passable cells in the
matrix will increase, as well as the total cells passed by the robot and changing the cell‘s
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current state to 2. In case the state was 2, then only the total cells passed counter will
be increased (the same for the state 3), but with the addition of changing the cell state
to 3. The state 3 won’t change the cell state anymore, as there are not more states to
represent the matrix, but it will increase the counter of the total cells that were passed
upon. Following those guards, the generate-matrix-conditionals rule will be called to check
if there are more guards for the next line to be generated.

4.3.6 Properties Generation

The properties of the model are generated according to the presence of some
corresponding keywords in the properties/endproperties section and have a simple
rule associated with them. It verifies if the element is present in the list, regardless of the
repetition of the keywords and generates them in a separate file (“.props”) which contains
the formulas for the appropriate keywords.

Initially, as part of the main rule, being the last called rule in the flow, the generation
of a reward for the Energy property is called by using the following rule:
Rule 116

[[Props]] generate-rewards

Provided that [[Props]] contains [[Energy]]

⇓

rewards "energy"
[] (movement = true) : energy_constant;
endrewards

The previous rule enables the creation of the reward that is associated with the
energy consumption of the robot as it travels around the map. In this work, we consider
the energy_constant (as shown in Rule 1) as 1.0, meaning that the robot consumes 1 unit
of energy per movement.

The entry rule for the generation of the properties file content is:
Rule 117

[[Props]] parse-properties

⇓

[[Props]] parse-time

[[Props]] parse-terminates

[[Props]] parse-energy

It calls for the subsequent parsing rules, that act as a separate string generator with
the associated formula with a particular property. The structure of those rules are identical,
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save for the element that they are searching and their output. The rules associated with
the Time, Terminates and Energy are:
Rule 118

[[Props]] parse-time

Provided that [[Props]] contains [[Time]]

⇓

const int T;
P=? [F<=T passable_tiles_completed=passable_tiles_number]

The rule for the Time property creates an integer constant without an initial value
to be used in experiments inside the PRISM support tool with the addition of a formula
that asks if the probability of completing its mission is lesser or equal than T. For example,
the Time property is originally unbound, as it results in a graph generated by the tool
based on how much time has passed in every state from the start until the end of the
path without any additional parameters. With the use of the presented formula, the value
of T will be asked at run time in order to limit the interval in which the robot needs to
complete its mission. For instance, if a value is associated with T = 60, the property above
returns the probability of the completion of the mission in, at most, 60 units of time.
Rule 119

[[Props]] parse-terminates

Provided that [[Props]] contains [[Terminates]]

⇓

P=? [F passable_tiles_completed = passable_tiles_number]

The Terminates property uses a similar formula to the one used in the Energy
property. It considers the end of the mission as the completion of the total passable cells
filled by the robot‘s movement based on its path. Predetermined paths results on outputs
like 1.0 or 0.0, meaning that the property‘s condition was fulfilled.
Rule 120

[[Props]] parse-energy

Provided that [[Props]] contains [[Energy]]

⇓

R"energy"=? [F instruction = total_instructions]

As of the rule for Energy, it considers the energy consumption of the entire path of
the robot, which can include (or not) the end of its mission. The total_instruction variable,
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in the model, represents the number of instructions that the robot has to execute before
stopping and the instruction variable represents the control of the movements of the robot
during its traversal. If the two variables have matching values at one point, this property
is yielded as true and the energy reward is given as an output to the user. If any of the
properties are not present in the Props list, the output will be empty for that keyword.

The remaining rules for all of the generation phases are helpers that are used to
append necessary values to guards and updates, conversion of some types into another
type, formatting of output, error-throwing and other parameter manipulation rules.

4.4 PRISM Safety Concerns
The elements of the syntax have specific counterparts in the underlying PRISM

model and some instructions are considered “safer“ than others because of their evaluation
followed by an “escape“ guard in order not to generate a false deadlock (a premature end
of the algorithm by not being able to complete an instruction, in this case).

A Program comprises the init, behavior and properties sections, but each of these
elements have particularities associated with them, but most importantly, the instructions
that compose the behavior section required a special attention.

For instance, a single Direction command is equivalent to:
Dir e c t i on =⇒ ( ob s t a c l e / boundar ies eva lua t i on ) + (movement update )

This instruction generated a guard that considers every obstacle in the matrix,
as well as the limits of the targeted movement, regardless whether it is a horizontal or
vertical one.

Inside the underlying model, a Down() instruction is translated to:
[ ] (movement = f a l s e ) & (moving = f a l s e ) & ( i n s t r u c t i o n = a ) & [ con t r o l s t r u c tu r e

s p e c i f i c cond i t i on ] & ( preemptive movement guard ) & ( ( ( y =
obstac le_n_vert ica l_al ignment ) & (x + 1 < obstacle_n_left_bound | x + 1 >
obstacle_n_right_bound ) ) | y != obstac le_n_vert ica l_al ignment )

−> pro c e s s e s : (movement update ) & ( i n s t r u c t i o n update ) & (movement ’ = true )

The excerpt above unite the movement and the conditional evaluation together and
is present for each Direction, regardless of its presence at the top level behavior section
or inside a control structure. The instructions of the DSL always have one or more type
of validation associated with then, regardless whether it is a standalone instruction or a
control structure. Consider a as the top-level instruction control and n as the number of
obstacles present in the field. Each obstacle is included in every evaluation because there is
no relation between the robot and the obstacle during the translation and this is reflected
at runtime. The DSL does not search for the robot‘s position with each instruction.
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As for the control structures, they have a similar behavior regarding the evaluation
phase with the instructions dictating the instruction flow.

Consider the If control structure, without and Else statement accompanying the
sentence. It uses the evaluation received as part of its guard in order to let the controller
give access to its body of instructions.

The If element is translated, similarly to the Direction elements, as:
[ ] (movement = f a l s e ) & (moving = f a l s e ) & ( i n s t r u c t i o n = n) & [

in s t ruc t i on_n_cond i t i ona l_ in s t ruc t i on s = 0 ] & ( preemptive movement guard ) &
( ( ( y = obstac le_n_vert ica l_al ignment ) & (x + 1 < obstacle_n_left_bound | x + 1
> obstacle_n_right_bound ) ) | y != obstac le_n_vert ica l_al ignment )

−> pro c e s s e s : ( i n s t ruc t i on_n_cond i t i ona l_ ins t ruc t i ons ’ = m + 1) & (movement ’ =
f a l s e )

( . . . ) Nested i n s t r u c t i o n s . . .

This directive enables the initial instruction to be evaluated/executed after its
guard has proven true. Consider n, as the top-level instruction number in which the
conditional structure is contained and m as the instruction which the control structure
controls as the top-level structure. In short, when the top-level instruction is equal to n
and the instruction_n_conditional_instuctions is equal to 0, the If is enabled and the
first instruction is enabled and each subsequent instruction is given control if the previous
command is true. The last instruction inside the "Nested instructions" body updates the
higher level instruction (instruction, in this case) to its value plus one, in order to pass
the control from the block to the next top-level instruction at the same level as the If
structure, in case the If structure does not have another control structure inside it.

With the excerpt above being related to a standalone If command, the IfWithElse
contains a similar structure, but with an additional guard with a counter-evaluation that
enables the structure to skip the initial block of instructions directly to the second block
of instructions, similar to how most programming languages work, but with an specific
evaluation attached to it. A representation of this structure is:
[ Prev ious standa lone " I f " guard . ]

( . . . ) Nested i n s t r u c t i o n s . . .

[ ] (movement = f a l s e ) & (moving = f a l s e ) & ( i n s t r u c t i o n = n) & [
in s t ruc t i on_n_cond i t i ona l_ in s t ruc t i on s = 0 ] & ( counter movement guard ) & ( ( ( y
+ 1 = obstac le_n_vert ica l_al ignment & (x >= obstacle_n_left_bound & <=
obstacle_n_right_bound )

−> pro c e s s e s : ( i n s t ruc t i on_n_cond i t i ona l_ ins t ruc t i ons ’ = p) & (movement ’ = f a l s e )

( . . . ) Nested i n s t r u c t i o n s . . .

The Else block functions exactly like the If block, with the exception of the p
value, which is updated with the number of elements in the If block plus one.
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To summarize this situation, consider the structure below.
[ Top−l e v e l i n s t r u c t i o n 1 ]
if (evaluation) {

i n s t r u c t i o n a ( i . e . Down( ) )
i n s t r u c t i o n b
i n s t r u c t i o n c

} else {
i n s t r u c t i o n d
i n s t r u c t i o n e
i n s t r u c t i o n f

}
[ Another top−l e v e l i n s t r u c t i o n 3 ]

When the control structure is enabled, the counter of this structure starts at 0,
which represents the evaluation of the If guard and the Else guard, in order to give access
to the instruction a. If the evaluation is proven true, the control variable of the conditional
structure is updated to 1 and the instruction a is executed. Otherwise, the else block takes
control of the conditional structure and the control instruction is updated to 4, being the
quantity of the instructions in the If block plus 1. This effectively enables the execution
of instruction d.

If the If control structure is executed and every instruction inside it is executed
successfully (i.e. without false deadlocks), the instruction c resets the control variable to 0
along with the top-level control variable to its current value plus 1. The same occurs if the
Else block is executed entirely, with the instruction f performing the same update. This
operation in both instructions takes the control off the If and Else evaluations and give it
to the top-level instruction 3, as seen above.

With the previous situation in mind, the While control has a very similar behavior
to its chain of commands. The main difference is that there is no implicit Else structure
in the syntax, but an internal one is generated to skip the control structure entirely.

The While control structure‘s internal workings can be compared to the If control
structure in the excerpt below:
[ Top−l e v e l i n s t r u c t i o n 1 ]
while (evaluation) {

i n s t r u c t i o n a ( i . e . Down( ) )
i n s t r u c t i o n b
i n s t r u c t i o n c

}
[ Another top−l e v e l i n s t r u c t i o n 3 ]

The same applies to the control variable as the If structure, starting at 0, giving
both evaluation and the hidden (in the syntax) counter-evaluation guard a possibility of
control of the structure. If the evaluation yields true, the control variable is updated to
1, giving instruction a the turn. If the subsequent instructions (b and c) are executed
successfully, the control structure variable is reset to 0 and the top-level control variable is
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not updated. This happens because a While structure repeats its set of instructions as
many times as the evaluation is yielded as true, again, the same way as most programming
languages work.

The While structure has a similar approach to the Else block in the underlying
model compared to the If structure. The structure is translated as:
[ Same as the " I f " guard presented be f o r e . ]

( . . . ) Nested i n s t r u c t i o n s . . .

[ ] (movement = f a l s e ) & (moving = f a l s e ) & ( i n s t r u c t i o n = n) & [
i n s t ru c t i on_n_repe t i t i on_ in s t ru c t i on s = 0 ] & ( counter movement guard ) & ( ( ( y +
1 = obstac le_n_vert ica l_al ignment & (x >= obstacle_n_left_bound & <=

obstacle_n_right_bound )
−> pro c e s s e s : ( top−l e v e l i n s t r u c t i on ’ = top−l e v e l i n s t r u c t i o n + 1) & (movement ’ =

f a l s e )

The only difference, functionally, is the “else“ guard skipping the instruction control
directly to the next top-level instruction, instead of having a block of its own.

For both While and If control structures, if an instruction of its block fails to
execute, the program stops because there is no safe guard to skip to the next instruction,
regardless whether it is at the same level or at a higher level than the current structure.
The implementation follows this approach because a real robot does not ignore invalid or
impossible movements (it reacts to it inside the algorithm, the same way as there are safe
guards inside some instructions) thus forcing a movement that it is not possible.

Finally, the Choice instruction comprises two constructors, but have similar pa-
rameters, as one of them is converted (it is a wrapper) into another. Choices are written
as:
choice(Direction, Direction )
choice(INT, Direction, INT, Direction )

The first constructor is simply a syntactic sugar for the second constructor, by
filling each INT value with a 50. By design, the sum of both INT s must be 100, the max
probability of execution, so the second constructor, if explicitly used, must comply with
this constraint (the first INT being 66 and the second one being 34, for example).

Taking the inner workings into account, the Choice functions as a hybrid between
a single instruction and a control structure. It does have guards to control instructions
and control variables, but it is not a control structure by itself, as it does not have a block
of instructions associated with the choice. There are 3 guards involved in the Choice‘s
workings, 1 being the first evaluation, the one that chooses between the Directions based
on their probabilities and 2 others representing each choice.

This structure essentially creates branches in the path by introducing two possible
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execution flows that has movement updates, contrary to the control structures, which the
possible execution flows does not ever happen at the same time.

The Choice structure is translated to:
[ ] (movement= f a l s e ) & ( i n s t r u c t i o n= n) & ( ins t ruc t i on_n_cho i ce_ins t ruc t i on = 0)
−> a : ( ins t ruct ion_n_cho ice_ins t ruct ion ’ = 1) +

b : ( ins t ruct ion_n_cho ice_ins t ruct ion ’ = 1)

[ ] (movement = f a l s e ) & (moving = f a l s e ) & ( i n s t r u c t i o n = n) & (
ins t ruc t i on_n_cho i ce_ins t ruc t i on = 1) & ( preemptive movement guard ) & ( ( ( y =
obstac le_n_vert ica l_al ignment ) & (x + 1 < obstacle_n_left_bound | x + 1 >
obstacle_n_right_bound ) ) | y != obstac le_n_vert ica l_al ignment )

−> pro c e s s e s : (movement update ) & ( instruct ion_n_choice_contro l ’ = 0) & (
i n s t r u c t i on ’ = i n s t r u c t i o n + 1) & (movement ’ = true ) ;

[ ] (movement = f a l s e ) & (moving = f a l s e ) & ( i n s t r u c t i o n = n) & (
ins t ruc t i on_n_cho i ce_ins t ruc t i on = 2) & ( preemptive movement guard ) & ( ( ( y =
obstac le_n_vert ica l_al ignment ) & (x + 1 < obstacle_n_left_bound | x + 1 >
obstacle_n_right_bound ) ) | y != obstac le_n_vert ica l_al ignment )

−> pro c e s s e s : (movement update ) & ( instruct ion_n_choice_contro l ’ = 0) & (
i n s t r u c t i on ’ = i n s t r u c t i o n + 1) & (movement ’ = true ) ;

With n being the current instruction, a being the first INT given to the Choice
command, and b being the second one. When any of the two movement instructions are
given control to execute, both have the same evaluations as the Direction instructions
with the addition of the update of the Choice control variable to 0 before proceeding to
the next instruction at the same level as the Choice was.

Those elements interact with each other by passing the control of execution between
them when present inside the same structure or at the same higher-level instruction set and
every instruction can be safeguarded by placing them inside appropriate control structures
inside the algorithm.

4.5 Language Validation
To validate the previously introduced language and its translation rules, a sentence

generator, named LGen [9], was used to perform the coverage of the instruction set in
order to validate whether the resulting PRISM specifications can be loaded and runned in
the PRISM model checker without reporting issues.

The LGen tool uses the Extended Backus–Naur Form (EBNF) metasyntax notation,
an extended form of the Backus–Naur Form (BNF), to describe the context-free syntax
of a language to generate the Lua [22] specification file for parsing and generating a set
of programs that is in conformity with what was described. To use the generator, it was
necessary to convert the syntax from the Stratego/XT notation to the EBNF.

During the evaluation of the language, some parameters need to be provided for
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limiting the recursion of the generator in order to avoid infinite generation of language
instances and coverage criteria. Additionally, there is a need to provide a criteria for the
generation engine. Concerning coverage, we have:

• Terminal Symbol Coverage: Generates a set of cases that must have every terminal
symbol of the described language;

• Production Coverage: Generates a set of cases that must have every production rule
of the language.

The difference between those items is the coverage depth of the generated test suites.
While the Terminal Symbol Coverage creates a set that is sufficient to cover the usage
of every terminal described in the language file at least once, the Production Coverage
generates derivative sentences that use a subset of possible instructions inside nested
elements, even if an element of the syntax contains more than one definition or has another
construct. The LGen also required two more parameters: the first one corresponds to the
maximum number of recursion cycles (maxCycles) of non-terminal elements used during
generation. The second one relates to the height of the derivation tree associated with the
generated sentences (maxDerivLen).

To that end, the instructions were written using Program as an example:
Program = " prog " , ID , " i n i t " , MapDefinit ion , [ I n i tD i r e c t i o n ] , Pos i t ion , " end in i t

" , " p r op e r t i e s " , {Props } , " endprope r t i e s " , " behavior " , I n s t r u c t i o n s +, "
endbehavior " , " endprog "

The elements between quotes (““) are fixed values and the other elements are
definitions of the grammar itself. Terms between square brackets (“[]“) are optional terms,
the ones inside brackets (“{}“) can be present 0 or more times and the terms succeeded
by a plus sign (“+“) need to be present at least once within where they are placed.

The Program, being the entry point for the DSL, has to be provided during the
call for analysis in the tool. The chosen coverage criteria was the Production Coverage,
as it generates more tests and covers deeper level instruction combinations according to
the parameters values representing the maxCycles and maxDerivLength used with it. The
values 1 and 13, for maxCycles and maxDerivLength, respectively, were enough to attain
a coverage rate of 100%, as a deeper level recursion only reuses the existing instructions
again, generating more instructions like the first nesting level, thus the generator evaluated
it as sufficient for a complete coverage of the language.

With the other syntax elements converted into the EBNF notation, the results for
the tool‘s generation engine were:

In Table 4, there are some values provided during the generation of the test suite.
The parameters presented are the ones that are the most important ones and/or have non-
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Table 4 – Values of the coverage criteria generation

Parameter Result
Terminal instructions 33
Non-Terminal instructions 27
Number of sentences 19
Coverage rate 100%
Job CPU Usage 82%
Elapsed time 7 s

zero values attributed to them. As seen in the table, the number of terminal instructions,
the fixed value sentences (i.e. "init", "endinit", etc.) are slightly higher that the non-terminal
ones (the terms that contains other terms or terminals) and 19 sentences are the minimum
required programs to test the combinations using at least each one once, at the higher
level or inside nested instructions. The coverage rate that these tests yield are 100% of the
possible elements and combinations of the DSL. The other parameters are related to the
generation process and the resource usage during its activity.

By using the LGen, a few relationships between elements were updated (in the
original DSL rules) to provide a better approach to the algorithm creation, such as the
need to have at least one element in the behavior section, contrary to the original optional
list of elements, which does not characterize an algorithm by containing only configuration
statements and, eventually, property directives.

Overall, the LGen helped with some decisions related to the nesting process
translation and the control flow update by showing some combinations that did not have
a correct update (or a better approach for an update). For example, the last instructions
of the Control structures simply were updated to have their parent structures‘s control
variables updated to the next applicable value, but did not reset the counter for their own
structures to 0, in order to leave them ready to be executed again, in the case of a While
structure or an If present as the first element inside a While structure.

The generator also helped avoiding issues with some of the logic related to the
translation of some rewards. The rules were not considering the repetition of the rules,
even when the syntax allowed it, that generated a case in which they were not translated
if more than one property of the same type was present in the property list while not
being the successor another property with the same type.
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5 Cleaning Robots Algorithms

By using the facilities of the PRISM model checker, we propose formulas to
automatically analyze the robot performance in an environment with specific dimensions
and obstacles. We specify probabilistic temporal formulas that yield metrics about the
robot with respect to the following properties.

• Probability of finishing the mission;

• Energy consumption during the mission; and,

• Time to complete the mission.

5.1 Analysis Properties
The first property we consider is the probability of the robot to pass on every cell

of the matrix that is free from obstacles. Remember from Chapter 3 that the variable
passable_tiles_completed is the total number of cells (tiles) that the robot must move/ac-
tivate in the matrix module for it to reach its completion state. Thus, the formula that
captures this property in PRISM is

P=? [ F passab le_t i l e s_completed = C ]

The property asks the engine what is the probability (determined by the variable
P), in the future (variable F), of the passable_tiles_completed variable reach the value
determined by the C constant. The constant C in the formula above represents the number
of matrix cells that are free from obstacles. It is calculated in function of the matrix size
and the size of obstacles. For example, a 5×5 matrix with a 2×2 obstacle has a total of 25
cells and 4 cells occupied by the obstacle, so 25 less 4 gives C equals 21 cells.

The PRISM model we propose allows the analysis of diverse robot energy consump-
tion metrics. We start with the analysis of the energy required to complete the mission
using the following formula.

R{" energy "}=? [F passab le_t i l e s_completed = C]

where R stands for reward, a feature of the PRISM model checker that allows to associate
values with certain states or transitions of the model. This feature enables the quantitative
analysis of properties such as energy consumption. The “energy“ identifier denotes the
reward that associates energy cost to each state where the robot is moving: states where
the model variable movement is true, even during the evaluation phase. Thus, checking
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the formula above yields the energy cost (reward) for the robot to complete its mission (if
the robot can complete the mission given the current algorithm).

In order to retrieve the necessary time for the mission‘s completion, we make use
of the PRISM engine‘s plotting tool which generates the time related to the growth of
a value during the algorithm‘s execution. In our case, the passable_tiles_completed is
the target as it represents the ending condition for a successful mission. Otherwise, the
instruction variable can be used in comparison with the total instructions of the model
which will be reached even if the robot does not complete its mission.

For example, if the passable_tiles_completed equals the total number of the passable
tiles in the map, the mission‘s objective has been reached, otherwise, the instruction set
will always reach its maximum value as the instructions are executed until the stack of
commands is emptied.

In addition, an integer constant is created in the underlying model in order to
generate a target time for the algorithm‘s completion. For instance, this constant is asked
at run time and the eventually operator will be limited to its value. The formula associated
with this constant is:

P=? [ F<=T passab le_t i l e s_completed = C ]

This excerpt expresses the probability of the robot completing its mission at a point
in time below of equal to T units of time, allowing the comparison of the performance of
the algorithms in specific time frames.

5.2 Comparing the performance of algorithms
We compare the performance of three different traversal (cleaning) algorithms using

the properties defined in the previous section. Figure 10 shows the description of the
algorithms in the notation of the DSL introduced in Chapter 4.

For all three algorithms, we used the following DSL fragment, which specifies a
matrix of size 8×8 and the same properties to be analyzed (probability to terminate,
energy and time required to complete the mission). The initial position ((?, ?)) and the
(behavior section) are specific for each algorithm and can be found in Figure 10.

prog robot
i n i t

Map(8 , 8)
Pos i t i on (? , ?)

end in i t
p r op e r t i e s

Terminates
Energy
Time
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endprope r t i e s
( behavior s e c t i o n )
endprog

The three algorithms used the following map while considering their routes:
0 ,0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1
1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1
1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1
0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1
0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1
0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1
0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1

For Algorithm 1, the strategy was to traverse the environment to the right until it
hits an obstacle, following this, the robot would repeat a pattern: it goes down by one cell,
if possible, then it goes left until an obstacle or boundary, goes down a single cell, then
goes right until it hits an obstacle/boundary. This motion is repeated until the passable
cells are traversed by the algorithm or there is no possible movement for the cell below its
current position, whatever comes first.

The Algorithm 3 uses a similar strategy, but is placed at a different position than
Algorithm 1. It goes left until an obstacle/boundary is reached, then goes back to the
right until it hits another obstacle/boundary, then goes down by 1 cell. After a movement
downwards is not possible, it switches to a left until the end/obstacle, down by 1 cell,
right until the end/obstacle and down by 1 cell repeatedly until no movement to the left
it possible or the total number of passable cells is traversed by the robot, again, whatever
comes first.

The Algorithm 3 is different because it uses the Choice element to decide the
movement 2 times. By using this approach, the path that the robot must follow for the
rest of the algorithm is branched in two every time that the choice is made, so, there is a
50-50 probability of it choosing the correct direction 2 times, resulting in a 25% probability
of completing the matrix. The algorithm starts by going up while it can (before it reaches
an obstruction) before going right by one cell, then going down while it can as well. This
is repeated until the movement to the right is not possible. Then it goes up while it can,
perform the 2 Choices before shifting to a specific pattern until the completion of the cells.

We performed the analysis with PRISM version 4.3 (32-bit) on a Core i7-5500U
processor with 8GB RAM running Windows 10. As result, the three algorithms complete
their missions successfully, except where Choice is applied, as there are branching paths
and its probability of success is lower than the other algorithms. Table 5 shows the time
required to perform the analysis (in units of energy1 and seconds).
1 We considered that each movement of the robot consumes one unit of energy
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Table 5 – Comparison of properties between algorithms

Reward Algorithm 1 Algorithm II Algorithm III
Probability of completion 100 % 25 % 100 %
Energy required 34.0 43.0 45.0
Time required ≈96.0 ≈140.0 ≈148.0

Figure 7 – Algorithm I

Figure 8 – Algorithm II

Figure 9 – Algorithm III
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Figures 7, 8 and 9 present the evolution of time required by the three algorithms to
complete its missions. These figures detail the final values depicted in Table 5. In Figure 10,
we can see that Algorithms I, II and III used 6, 11, and 9 instructions2, respectively.

Algorithm 1 (1, 1) :
behavior

whi l e ( r i g h t I s C l e a r ( ) ) {
Right ( )

}

whi l e ( downIsClear ( ) ) {

Down( )

whi l e ( l e f t I s C l e a r ( ) ) {
Le f t ( )

}

Down( )

whi l e ( r i g h t I s C l e a r ( ) ) {
Right ( )

}

}

endbehavior

.

Algorithm 2 (1, 8) :
behavior

whi l e ( r i g h t I s C l e a r ( ) ) {
While ( upIsClear ( ) ) {

Up( )
}
Right ( )
While ( downIsClear ( ) ) {

Down( )
}

}
whi l e ( upIsClear ( ) ) {

Up( )
}

c h o i c e ( Le f t ( ) , Right ( ) )
c h o i c e ( Le f t ( ) , Right ( ) )

whi l e ( r i g h t I s C l e a r ( ) ) {
Right ( )

}
whi l e ( downIsClear ( ) ) {

Down( )
}
Le f t ( )
whi l e ( upIsClear ( ) ) {

Up( )
}

endbehavior

Algorithm 3 (5, 1) :
behavior

whi l e ( downIsClear ( ) ) {

whi l e ( L e f t I s C l e a r ( ) ) {
Le f t ( )

}

whi l e ( R ight I sC lear ( ) ) {
Right ( )

}

Down( )

}

whi l e ( L e f t I s C l e a r ( ) ) {

whi l e ( L e f t I s C l e a r ( ) ) {
Le f t ( )

}
Down( )

whi l e ( R ight I sC lear ( ) ) {
Right ( )

}
Down( )

}
endbehavior

Figure 10 – Algorithms used in our experiments comparison

Complementing the analysis, we can also know the effort to build PRISM models
from the three algorithms. This is illustrated in Table 6.

Table 6 – Comparison of built values between models

Built model values Algorithm 1 Algorithm II Algorithm III
States 108 261 141
Transitions 108 264 141
Building time ≈4.3 s ≈6.0 s ≈5.1 s

The models seen in Table 6 have a similar property: their states remain equal
to their transitions (save for the divergent paths in algorithm II). This is because the
algorithms I and III did not have randomness associated with the instructions present in
their behavior section, thus generating a straightforward model with an optimal path by
design. Another factor is that the building time is proportional to the instruction set with
the addition of Choices being a multiplying factor in the total state and transition count.

2 A while or if counts as a single instruction, it applies for nested whiles and if s as well
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6 Conclusion

This work presents a practical tool to programmers of cleaning robots: a way of
estimating the necessary time and energy to complete a mission. Usually a cleaning robot
is just set to run for some time but there is no clear idea about its success of cleaning
the intended environment beforehand nor the amount of energy needed. This is one of
the reasons industry has created the auto-charger feature and of using traditional motion
planning algorithms [1].

Our proposal is feasible due to the advances in probabilistic model checking. We
can overcome simulation-based analysis and bring more certainty about the robot behavior
on different environments. By investigating algorithms with such a confidence we also
provide a more ecological solution because we can easily look for designs that require less
power consumption.

We did not follow a completely formal development of our tool but we performed a
preliminary investigation about its trustworthiness using a grammar generation to check
whether our DSL to PRISM translator provided PRISM specifications that could be loaded
and analyzed without raising issues. Obviously we could not check whether the proposed
PRISM specifications make sense in the formal semantic perspective.

We have presented the results of the performance of three simple algorithms using
our approach. Although the analysed algorithms are simple, the results presented so far
illustrate how our approach can be useful to compare different algorithms. The unique
effort of the robot developer is to describe the algorithm in the DSL as well as stating the
properties to be analysed.

6.1 Related Work
The work reported in [23] also uses model checking by constructing a simulation

model for the dynamical robot control system with the actual software that serves as the
case study to perform exhaustive state exploration. The main difference to our work is
that the work [23] uses Java PathFinder and this tool performs a behavioral instead of
a stochastic analysis. The work [6] is not based on model checking but in Monte Carlo
simulations. In this sense our work is more generic. It provides on a partial framework for
analysing behavior of uncertain agents in an environment in order to anticipate future
situations in that affect the planning of the path that the robot will plot. The work [6]
considers both static as well as dynamic scenarios and thus it is more generic than our
work in this sense. A considerable difference between the two works is in the presentation
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aspect.

The work [24] uses a different strategy than ours. Instead of measuring the efficiency
of some algorithm, it tries to dynamically find a traversal (algorithm) that satisfies LTL
formulas. By using LTL, that work does not deal with probabilistic aspects. Furthermore,
although the work [24] argues that a high-level abstraction is used, it is stated in terms of
LTL formulas and automata which are considerably different of our proposed DSL and
hidden analysis. The work [6], like several other traditional works found in the literature,
needs a Markov mathematical presentation to exhibit its results. In our work we use the
proposed DSL and PRISM which are much more readable. Therefore, none of the related
works use a DSL nor compare different solutions to the same problem as we do.

6.2 Future Work
To improve the quality of the proposed approach to the motion planning algo-

rithm evaluation, there are some points that can be given a more polished design and
implementation.

A first future work is to compare our abstract analysis with the behavior of a
real robot; for instance, the iRobot Create equipment [25]. Another future direction is
to consider the translation from continuous motion planning models to discrete PRISM
specifications. Industry uses continuous models that are based on the models of robot
sensors. We intend to avoid the use of traditional sensors as much as possible with the use
of a camera and image processing.

In this work, we use navigational matrices of hypothetical scenarios. A future work
may consider matrices of real environments. To accomplish this, we intend to use image
processing algorithms applied to pictures of such environments.

Related to the PRISM model, we may apply the renaming directives of the language
to reduce the underlying model‘s size significantly, generating a less populated target file
that is better parsed by the PRISM support tool. Additionally, the formula element can
be used to specify the evaluation of the instructions so they can be reused in the guards
instead of expanding them as the translation rules do.

Another future work is to improve the DSL‘s base syntax to accept some conve-
niences, such as multiple evaluations in a single control structure, support for user-created
variables, support for n factor choices, enabling a chain of choices to be accepted within
other choices and the optimization of translation rules and its calls during the target model
generation.

A final future work would be a completely formal approach to investigate our
translator and the semantic means of the resulting analysis. To do that we will need to
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work directly with Markov chains and processes, the semantics behind the PRISM model
checker.
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